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The literal- -title of this rePort is "changing Sehedules of work. Howevee;

in the ,years -ahead We mill be also .increasingly :ciencerned with. free, time and-
how it can be beneficially utilized._ Fuller consideration of accompanying _prob-

lems of psychological and sociological'adjUstment `in a post-induStrial-era
be needed. 'Work and leisure are parts, of one life- -not separate lives.

'In years- Oait, -work -tehedul es were ddminahc ,determining_ the schedule -

--and- content_ of life styles ,and _acti vi ti es . this is -,no longer- the :case. In some

-occupationS, holidays and. vacationt, :Saturdays' .and= 'Sundays ,,'reti reMent and educe:

tion already add up to aS.Much ,or more time off from =work -as time on the job.
Such conditions have--brOught us the luxury -of greater- fl bi n-u"se. of

time along With:thk-probl-ems: that greater ,flexibility- creattes,.The-problems'and.

opportUniti es have in- th-e_patt fewyearS'been .frighlighted: by :experiments with

.Variants-Of a four - day-week (particularly: in AheiU:S.-).,and- flexible working time
(PaiticularlyjnriWestern'_Europe).

the emphasi this `report is upon_ istues_, -alternatives and- interactions-
_

involyed in dealing with these problems. deals_ Mith,the individual and or-
ganizational::behavior side,of the issues s-more than the economic side,. Its orien-
tation Jis heurtsttc__and frankly speculative-- perhaps -prOvoCative.

,After (review of.MOrk. and non -work time and =activity trends, We discuss

recent.,experierce.,With-Compact work -Weeks- and "flesirtime--

-:-Then..we,addresS the fleXibility issue What choices difek the

Arkkial -havet -Is -he aware-Of them? Is he prepared to, cope with them? -Can- he_

-grow-Mith -them? -What options. are _available to employing organizations? What

advantages do' they.,-; offer? ,WhatliniitatiOnsdO they -impose? How do they fit,
into the totalr-socialveconomic and governmental .scheMe? What adjustMentt are

required for individuals ,and- or organizations, immediately -and, in the long. run?
. z

In certain typet of- work,,-.a Worker must be available at -a- Specific place
at a specific time for a specific. length of time. ;"The- s tructural characteristics
of time, space, plaCe,pace, equipment,_ contracts alfebrgani of- ,work,

upon-which he is- dependent .often-,provide little or- no:. room-:tor changes in an

individualls; behavior. In certain. -other settings, the individual= is -hit. own-behavior.

4.
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tool bag' and he can lar:gely determine how to lbtidget hi-s own, time and effor't.
And, the number of jobs -Where this type of freedom" it possible is increasing.
Flexibility, can be programMed, into rigid job schedules,. for exampl'e?'-by makings

'better*use of available._ CoMputer ,proOrams.,,to -live-the, more choice
.
in, the -dais-. and hours he -reportt to work. Such sophisticated cadCbe-used

to-assure that the job _Ott' done; 'While More: nearly optimizing-the _benefits for
.4_

611-. Mr. -Anthony twin, who has -served, as-;Minister -of _Technol ogy in Great Britain,.r
has-yoiced:the,potential- and general' goa1_,,thUtly: "TheIeVolution of modern

. 'management 'science=will-ultiMately-allovi every single- individual to :ii,e,'taken into
full account in the-evolution-of .Social- planning:

We can -al-so- foresee- aiv increasing,,dethand for flexibility working time
_ Past demands:haVe usually footited:dpon 'decreasing- the number of hours spent

mOrkrng. -But,. with "days off":itiproachinj, and exceeding "work days" there has
been_t diversion, of pressure- toward greater .Although ,mott worLers

-sti-l1,-shOw -a Preference for more- indome-oyerlei Wei-as ands more -People

,-exceed the miniMUm---acceptaae-Itandafdt for-quality of life," there -may be more
-:-Striving- for individual 'fulfillment in--attractive ways that TeOuire.more.free

-time_ -than i ntothe.

if, indeed; we can eXpect to -=see more deMand for -fleXibility -and more

possibilities for add evi rig: flexi ty, what canwetexpect the -Way ,prob-

ems ?.:, Surely, the inCreaSed"fteki ity tiMerai iodation to) work and non-,work

--aCtivitles means- incr4sed-cOmplekity,.. there will -berneW recliifrements.for manage.-

!pent .business:; government, and .education. -There---ivilt:- be new _reciiif relents for

organizatiOn, processes', _antf_strUCtures. There,;Will'he -new--requirements_ fOr

auditing- and _eyaluatiow,prodedures. These requirements- must :be met with new

'pOpcies. These policies must assure that the Ouality of lifedavbe' raised
and extensively shared` -= rather than _delialged by confusion- and, "frUttration: -

We 'Shall, need ,policies to *peal :with thficonflicting, roles, %purposes,: and

values,- of trade- unions and; employers, for cexample.. :Both parties are likely-
to -agree that the patterns, of -working time-.Should-,be orgariliect-rso, that;the

yidual -WOrker _ultimately -derives the-maximum. possible benefits: HoWever, thirc
-_are -disagreeifients asTto what ConstitutesA kenefit-and:how-it- =is-to be achieved.

.

A cate- inpoint is the 'four,day week with 10].hours.'per da:y. -Labor awsft,
and contracts' regarding oVehtime_payment baled upon the ,84our 'day .bedome an

vi
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issue when the alternativilis.;prefented. We 'face questithis -like: Will the
= el imi nation: Of restrictions flexibility,, Such as these, -Constitute a long-
term:benefit or a long-tainvliaOility for the-Individual' worker? A consideration,
of- the total -quality-Of-life increment that accrues from the trade-offs among
various non -work and work. optionS is necessary. -:We need to develop commonly
Understood roperational definitions;of value parameter. and criteria of life_.
quality; An increasing,'-rate of. change and occupational-mobility within a context
of g-reater" fl exi bi 1 i ty will -also ac*-ihpetvy demands ,upOn management, 'unions,
government. and OUr.social institutions-'to make reality out of the-ideal of
"lifetime learning, "' :Perhaps- --nations, wi 1 l ,e-eate ministries of "lei sure and life
quality"' io;dcimpl Omit_ _the -present, iniiiistries- .of .labor, _so that clearei: purpose
and better coordination of_activities'and,,reSOurces to-such ends can be achieved.

. We shall: need-todeal- with,ch-angingpop6lati-ons and Motivations._ -By the_

end of%the-tentury,, thi.ipopulation-Ctirve for blue _collar workers' -may follow the
same path as for ,agriculture- workers. -The-motives of-different working groups
may also :lie expected to change in ,diffeeelit wayt. -.When batic needs--are fUlfi-lled,
as is happening, intreksingly, -motive*: chinge: More emplbyeeS than ever before --
are-Vett-4- edUcatet; and-are -expecting-to- reach more persotiallY, fulfilling,
higher-le41..-goals throUghtheir-work And their leisure. They 'are less, likily to
be domi noted by inhibiting -reactions to the threat of pain,- di icomfort, and in--
security. They-.are more likelY to wantdirect, -personal- inv011ii:nent in',detehnin-
ing wheel, 'where and: -how they -will work--and' iin ,personally aist ng values and-

.

in-risks involVe0 heir exercise -of Choice;

If populations and-motivationsare,rahanging,, then institutions -must also
change:. -Fclr ;them to.-,:be sluggish in reSpOnse' to demands , is -to risk their
credibility and viability. 'Cultural:, lag tkat-,span* even one generation is no

longer tolerable. The condition's, and_ values of life now change. too fast to
allow such indulgence.

Indeed, our .institutions -must adopt .pOlicies which have self-renewing
flexibility built. int0 them so as to be able to sensitively react to change.

-it is difficUletolegislate flexibilitt;`let, it is posSible-for goVernMent
or any organiiationi.tetake the lead-,in supporting the necessary- research *r.d

establishing, and 'atiangi
,

,
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In the present ihstance,_government can support an 'investigation of the- .

actual: _and- predicted _effects, of greater flexibility of working, time. The possible

'role Of new patterns of .workifigTftime, in stabilizing the labor-Market is ,a case
= in Pointt--_,What can we expect? -For-11141V employers, a large dividend -may accrue.

A greater range- of .Production,, scheduling, _work -programing and pi acemenrad-

jilstniehtS,Milht contribute to less lay-eff-, slow-downS,, absenteeism and work

stoppages: Greater flexibility within -and between organizations a1 so, opens up. .

the job market to-Morewonien,=older individuals, and the physically- and socially
handicapped: -ContrarY to conventional wi,Sdoini, miffbt, aSk whether stability

An-the labor-' market can be fosteret_throtigh ilforginmore people U.-work 'for-, 7 ik -

more than:- one -employer., P.
r I

It is hotlinreasonable to expect that. indreating,:i regulation of :productive-

enterprise and work -actiVity accothpanied,bycomparable ihcreases in coll.,-

trot ,non-mork or leSfure time activities s. 4.r example, a potential- increase
in the'ciiiality of life due to workers being able to work on a greater Variety. of
schedules of-Hours in the day; days'in the weekOr Months in,-__thesyearmay-hof
materialike St. schedules of mass transportation_ are not

The coMplexitfes involved in Coordinating the schedules of factories, stores,.
,-chOrches, schools, public services; and _SO forth, must be dealt with. And, the

opportunities prOvided to learn hoW tO- use free time more satisfactorily must
keep ;pace.

. Policy must incorporate a longitudinal perspective. Thus, for example, it
is pOssibleihat in the future individuals may -vie to become--"workers," not
because- they need more money, but beCause the job.-routines haviiii_become fully

automated, the people whO:are workers 'will be the relatively few-who-have a chance

to -do stimulating things that.are -not pre - programmed. The "leisure class" with
tiMe pn their hands May then: be at the loWer end of thesocial. scale. -With

,--maiting security and affluende, there may be a decline in the incentive, value
(5.t.''Co_litUmer goods. "Js 'it worth it?" may be a more prevailing attitude ameng
thase-whOlifiever _had it so good.,"- as the behavior of yot;h4 people givet mounting,

evidence.

In summary, increasing ifeicibilFtY of working time carries, with it complexi-
tiet which. can only .be dealt with by formulating policies which _regard- free tithe
and Working time in a"wholistic context. Again, the dividends of greater flexi-
bility may only accrue if the increased complexity. involved is dealt with by

viii
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long-term-planning, and coordination of all parties concerned and in all sectors
of society. If adequate _policies are not adopted-to deal with these problems,
then the potentiarbeliefits- of greater flexibility, to enrich life for the indi:-
vidual and -society -at -1 aite-'m ay never be realized.

The. further we have pursued our exploratiOns,here. the more it has become- -
-evident that the production -Curvejor -questietis- is climbing_more rapidly than the
production cUrve, for conclusions. --,The gaps between-the two are large. -All -of
-whith''Points: the need -to COnduCt research -and eXperiMentation to close the

formidable -_gaps,in..otii. facts ,and,oUr -,UinderStanding:.- -We -have sought to_.point out

:Where-there-are such-gaps-and to _provide _soMe_exaMples of research -to fill them.

t
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Chapter I

ORIENTATION AND OBJECTIVES

Background of.the.Project-

Many features of work stheduling.deriie from-hittoricalTcustoths and are

rooted In cdnditioni!thafare chinging or no longer exist. The values attached

to work and -leisure are also itetngLalter4a6-qur life styles undergo a metamor--
.

'phosis-.- How- to_ optimize the expenditure of_peoWS--energy,andpUrpose in-pro-

duCtive indlsatiifyihg-pursUfts, on- and. off the_job,,-is worthy of-ifYs*4-with7

in- newly- emerging contexts. It-WOulcLbej(611-;terknow-thore about-hay/different

-44tterriscafAistribution and_utilization,,of hours of.workand'free time: can

affect the level of performance and'the goals achieved by individual4 and by

the organizations and the-society of which they area part. %Research is needed

to develop newknowledge.and_improved theory of work and leisure at a time when
, -

-people are seeking new sources-of satisfaction 'and-the boUndaries within.which

work can be scheduled are becoming increasingly flexible. .Current managerial

experiments with revised-work-weeks and more flexible -work schedules Indicate

the timeliness of more, systematic scrutiny.

During the past three years, with Mill-easing frequency and Prominence,

-public.attentiqn has been called to a variety of experiments by various organiza-

"-''tions with non-onventionaischedulipg of the work week: So:thatwithin one

not atypical-week, newspaper and magazine articles reported that government and

pusiness units which have departed fromthe five-day, 40-hour week included

a district of the District of Columbia Police Department which employs over-

lapping 10-hour shifts; an advertising,agency that now closes shop on Friday;

-amd Lufthansa's "gliding work-time" with self selected-areival'and departure

times-within a f-hour day.

To be sure, there are many groups. for whom work schedules have been

patterned on some schedule other thinIthe liVe-day week to which most of our

urban life isClocked. Fol instance,drivers of fuel oil and gasoline delivery

vt.

.
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trucks for most major oil companies have been on four -day scheduling for 30

years (Mortimer,11971, p. 5). There is also `quite abit published on effects of

length of work Period on production and satisfaction. 'It has not been until

recently, however' that so much. serious talk-has surfaced, accompanied by an

appreciable amount of action, about providing alternatives to the prevailing

mode.

.The relatively sudden surge of,interest in these issues it-illustrated_

by Figure.3 from a recent American- Management Association report: This exhibit

-
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Figure 1. Rate of conversion to four-day week since September 1969
reported by 138 four-day coMpahies. (From Kenneth E.

Wheeler, itichard Gurman & Dale Tarnowiegki. The four-da

week. American Management Association, Inc., 1972, p. 8
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is based uptin-138: cases from a survey of-143.tompanies which had instituted a

four-day work, week. As of-the:- middle of 1971, Newsweek (August 23, 1971) re-
,.

ported that over500 firms in the U. 's-ere using the four-day weerasome

Other variant. By November of 1972, accordinto further.' data provided to the

Society for Humanistic. Management, Kenneth Wheeler, who has been studying these

developMents continuously:,.- claimed there were-2;000;companies that,had adopted

the four-day.week. Though the number of peopleaffected.is Still smallone

out Of 840 workers,-Wheeler estimates-- the accelerated rate of involvements,

including components of some of the larger-U.S. corporations, suggests that. the

five-daywOrk-ttandard is -no longer sacrosanct, and .that experimentation with,

this and,dther-new -Tatterns of working. time is more than a- transient- phenomenon.

Not- to be overloOked,in-the-saffie-contekt, is the. Federal-lai that in 1971 put

five,. four-day-Weeks into the :calendar by detreeing that fi)le of our legal'holi-
,

dayt shouldlwayt,occur-on Monday.

In Europe, a companion trend has taken a somewhat different form,to which

the 7laberuflexi-time" has been applied. Lufthanses,ugliding work time," pre-
.

viously mentioned, fallt in'this category._ An employee is given considerable

latitude in how he puts-together time-on--a daily.basiS*to meet the standard

-weekly total requirement. For example, the firm's work day may be 12 hours long,

and an employee's arrival-and departure may take place anywhere within three-hour

periods at the beginning and end of the work day. This allows for different

arrival, departure-and total times on each day; and may include carry-over of time

debits from week to week.

It is difficult to pinpoint causes for the marked increase. of interest

in these kinds of experiments. But it seems reasonably certain from remarks

made in management and labor ranks that underlying-most of thete is an effort

to counter what are seen as critical conditions in absenteeism, declining

productivity, turnover, work stoppages,, and other indications of dissatisfaction

and'poor motivation in the world of work. Seashore and Barnowe's (1971) nation-

wide sampling in late 1969, as part of the Department of Labor sponsored "Survey

of Working Conditions," found a,growing malaise in all segMents of the work force

that crossed occupational types, income levels, ages, sexes, and races. "Blue

collar blues" and "white collar woes''. go hand in hand. An additional-factor

contributing to such innovations is representedby situations where there are

.fs
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shortages of qualified personnel and employers 'hold' up 'the new.patterns of=Vork77:

"ing_time as an attraction. Currently, Unemployment levels make this condition
. .

More-likely .to be found in Western EUrope. than in-the United States. The in-
.

_ reasing g-enerality of interest -in-these-kinds of developnients is also* manifested

in the sponsorship by the Organization for EConcomic.Cooperatton and Development

"(OECD) .of an International Conference bir'NeW Patterns .for Working, Time in 'Paris

in September of 1972.
. ,

.
A host qf questions have yet to be given attention and evaluation by"- econo-

mists, behavi oral scientists- and. eXperts in the otter fields., ,..
, .

,What- are; some ways in which the firm benefit or experience.
./

,.
diff,iculties- asYa result of changes_ in work- schedules? Wows-do condilions'and

.

t kinci.of work,-interact- in development:-of appropriate_twOrkalthedul 41- litiw: licivari-
_ , !;i----

-
ous--1 nclividual sl'and groups.-'Per-deive their vital iinterests-and_relative iiifluende

__....

to be affected? What impacts portend for industry, 'labor,: government, and the

economy?

These are a sample of4questionsior.societus a whole thkt shOld be-ex-
.

amined while alternatives and Options.are:still open-. ,
a

Improved-understandingof the influenceS shaping_ Work schedules and,of the .

impact of changing schedules upon work and the labor forcereiate quite direZtly

to concerns with manpower resources end -relreMentS-; technolegiCal-thahgel._

elployment and-unemployment;.personneldWelopment, utilization and availability;

Id job matching in the laborinarket. ReSearch to keep .abreast and ahead of

emerging trends in the scheduling of work is tnerefoto-esi senfial: to the develop-

, rent of informed and reiliohsible Manpower policies and Oogramc.

The study of Changing patterns of work can- be regardedas' in- investigation

. of the 'impact of. a new techriology upon' values. That Is, -a- flexible work schedule

or ,a shorter work week, -as. it becoMet .a More typical pattern; assumes -the status

of a technological deveojimeitt (SamUelsone-1976; p. 7). As with aro/Major tech-

: nologica1 change, afteratient may lie expectedin iialue systems. It behooves us

to become more sophisticated in- aptitiPiting'how these al tired, values , In turn, .
,

be reflected in Tabor laws and-`contracts,-family life, trade' union philosophy'

and'tactics, political 'orientations, employment 'stability and mobility, economic

theory, educational philosophy and other aspects of the social system.

4
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For these reasons, it seemed timely to embark upon this study of the organi,

nation of the workweek, to rahge from, the bat-id conditions for determining

feasible alternative schedules of work, to the various kinds and degrees of im-

pact they-can'have_upon hUman performance, sOcial:processes and organization, and

the quality of life.

Objectives `

It was our ultiMate aim in this study to make information available that-

.could'be drawn Upon in the fOrmulation_Of effective. public policy -and in the

making of apPrOpriate-dedisions by indiVidUal organizations.

Three specific-operational objectives were derived from the foregoing.

The firsttwas to accumulate currently AVailable-information,and experience

associated,with innovativef;admfnistraiiVe experiMents in work scheduling that

.might be helpful in fore-Casting (someAat speculatively, as befits anticipation
. .

of uncertain futures) the _larger consequences of such changes. It wasplanned

that particular attention would be giveWto social and-psYchOfOgiCal.adjustmentt

involvinq alteration of people's life-styles, psychological effects, family roles

and functions, Changes-in,psYchological and economic needs, and the like.- In

developing insights and implications we would seek to takeinto-Account fore-

seeable-infiuenceoftugibesslabor,'4overnment, -law and other components of

societyand-culture.

In the beginning, stimu lated by. the four - day -work week experimentt, then

being publicized, our attention tended to center primarily on variationsrin the,

work week and the.potential outcomes of iMpiementing alternatives to the eight-

hour day and five -day week. This continues to be an important-aspect of ,our

-study. However, as we became more fully immersed in' the subject matter, it be-

came obvious that to-make-the related,information and issues more meaningful our

sights needed to be adjusted, to encompass more of the larger,systems,context

dealing with flexibility of working life as a whole, of whiCheXperiments with

the four-day week are one indication these days. .That revised orientation

wejave attempted to assimilate in this report.

As a second operational objective, we planned--given the current state of

knowledge--to explore implications for dedision-making, policy and practice that

might prcivide insights and offer some guidance to individUals, organizations,

5
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and pol5tical and social institutions involved, in anticipating and making ready

for the changes foreseen.'

Finally, we expected to provide recommendations for such programs of research

as might be indicated to fill the more-significant gaps in relevant areas.

;.
Our orientation first and predominantly will* centered on-the problems

and adjustments of the individual: Wewill consider what these problems:and;ad-

lustmentssignify'for business organizations on theone hand, and labor 'Organiza--$ -
Mons on the other hand. Superordinate to the interactions of the pa4ies most

_directly involved there is, of course; the roli of governmental and social insti-.

tutions and their policies that must be taken.into account.

Among'-the principal applications of the-larger area of study,- into Which

our project fits, can-be inclUded-the deVelopment Of polities and prograMs to:

1. increase individuals' ability to update skills and knowledge in step

-mith'technological.change by-mixing work and study;:

2. make better use of time, space, and facilities. through reallocations

of daily, weekly, monthly and yearly periods of-work and nonwork activity; re-

-ducing_congestion_and overloading -at peak periods and underutilization at other_

times;

3. offset ,labor- market fluctuations through encouraging or discouraging.

.education and other kinds of nonwork. activities in order to accommodate supply

of labor to.variations in demand, and

4.. increase personnel satisfaction and well-being by providing more

opportunities fOr individual choice -in work.and in other life activities.

The magnitude and complexity of the issues irvolved'can lead to endless

discussion. Some constraints must be imposed 7- Hence, we will attempt totbe

- guided by certain. organizing principles: (g_weif-Wilt concentrate,dpon the.phase

of life In which people are primarily members of the labor force (though relating

to bOth the earlier preparatory stages and the later retirement stages to present

the total developmental Picture); (2) while we-will draw upon history for per-

spective, we will devote most attentio id-looking aheartei the emerging post-

incustrial era; ,(3) while we will draw upon expertenCe and thinking in other

countries, our-focus.will be upon theO.S. scene for themost part; (4) pre-

-: scriptions for solutionswiU be strictly subordinated to the attempt - throughout
-
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to generate creative Oestions and probing to reveal the need for knowledge,

theory and research-- hoping thereby to stimulate more concerted systematic

interest in the development of policy and the supporting progrimmatfc research

that is now lacking.

a
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Chapter II

. LABOR-LEISURE TRENDS

A basic premise governs most analyses and interpretations of on working

time including those made in this report. It is that industrialization in the

future, as in the,past, that will_be characterized by progressive improvement in

per capita 'productivity. -And. it is this increase in productivity that continues

posSible more real'income-and-free time_ for the individual .
-7#432

--In 4. recent. manustript,,=Arthibald A. Evaim!-6971i, Consultant to. OECD., urged

consideratiOtfof,Measiires.thai Would-make-it easier for indiNjduals to Choose-be-

tween more -real inCoMe_and'mCre time off work, and to choose the-foritithiiifie
.

time, off may take and. the Useetowhicbit cahA)e put.-,We will engage this frame

of reference in our,discussidhs.«

Concepts of Free Time and Flexibility

-ieforeWe start talking about soMe trends in labor and leisure related to

these matters, a few definitional statements are inorder. Though -we will con-

tinue to follow common practice in using "leisure" and "free time" more or less -

interchangeably in discourse, the term "leisure" is- burdened by moretsubjectixe.

connotationS, and so we prefer to use the more objective term; "free timewhen4:

clearer specificity is called for.

Free-time is used here to mean the time that a perSon can allocate at his

discretion among various activities, based-upon the relative values andprioritles

that he assigns. Imthis he is guided by his own appraisal of needs, and the

potential for theiFirti-ifaction hetelievestoekist.in the various alternatives

of which he is aware, and-that are within-the resources and range of opportunities ..

available to Sfm.r-In the broad sense, this is time that is "earned" in the course ,'

of paid employment. It takes the-form of regularlysChedilled "days off" (usually

weekly) and time out side of working hours on regular working days;, holidays and

vacations; and retirement. (Unrequited unemployment is not included. in this

definition of free time; nor is time lost through sickness,and.disability),

Free time is not simply. total timeduring the working and retirement years

minus the number of hours spent in paid work on the job. Different schedules of



work provide different amounts of net usable; '-individually disposal time, or'make

for greater or lesser efficiency 'in use:of such time. Thus, latter chunks of -

free time generally offer the individual more options in-disposing of_the

fewer days of Work can-cut the grotS time and costsof transportation to and

from work -- unless they encourage a to.move into more appeating environbfts'

further removed from Centers'of employment. It, should be.noted.also that all

time is not.created-equal. The value assigned, to a period of time-it weighted.-

--' by the ptychologioal satisfaction derived--by one's activity

De Grizii (1962, p. 142) thus makes the point vividly that titeis'not simply

" a moving belt of equal units," an&that"aMOMentAf awe.in,religious-experience.

or ecstasy in love, ororgasm in intelcoUrtet,a decisive-blOw to an enemy, re-

lief in a sneeze,.,orideath in a fall" Pis not equal to "a moment of riding' on a

.bus, shoVelling coal, or eating beans."

Other- examples can be provided;,oftourse,. to make the= point that careful

lnalysis needs to.be applied to ascertainshow mach net disposable free-time for

individuals is increased--or-decreased--anewhat are the degrees of freedom in

disposing_orthat time,'-when orgahlZations reduce,or-alter their work schedules.

Two major-optionsexist-for-the use of free time -- non -paid activity or

Additional employemnt to increase income. The non-paid activities include:

-maintenance activity--such as,rest, health, :shopping, family and Wile care, trans-

portation, And citizenship duties; recreational activity--such as sports,-enter-

tainment, social and cultural activities, reading, radio listenfngtelevision,:

watching, and interpersonal relations with 'friends, and. family members; and educa:

tional attivity--learhing for 'self satisfaction and,social utility, as Wellfas

for improvement ofOne's'occupational opportunities.

%At preSent levels of-income, a subStantial proportion of-workersShow a

preference for more income -over leisure. They have not yet reached the standard

of living to which they aspire, The are not yet. ready to stop working in-order

to "enjoy life" at the level that they have currently attained., And 'there are,

- 'of course, still substantial numbers in our population living at less-than-subsis-

tencelevel for whom there is no choice.
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The division between paid work activity and non-work actiVIty'is somewhat

. arbitrary, 'since, in fact, there may be considerable overlap in the purposes of

the two. For instance, the worker may bethe beneficiary -of training and educa-

tion supported in whole or part (i.ei, paid) by employer or government as invest-

ments to -human- capital.-- The 'support_ aims to improve the-present or future quality

of job perforrilance, opportunity for advanceMent,'oe- peOplOs performance of other

functions .considered to be a -value' to self 'and society. Or, the- man or woman may

invest his or -her own time and-capital for much -the same purposes...

-

The term "flexibility;" is used in the pnesent context to epreiat the range

.and vaeiety:.of options and -patterns :available :in- the allocitionr:Of-time to emOlop..

-Ment, educatibn nd- training,, -leisure, rest -and retirement. Alai nst .a _time- d en-

sibni flexibility May-be-viewe& cross-sectionally in -terms of the activity mix.

on patterns existing at' some given point, or longitudinally in- termsof cOMpOsitiOn

and change over some Span of time. In the Morexbr-less .ConVentionat sense,. n

which work time' it thought of as !being quite rigidly prograinmed,-reductionimiork-

Mg time has been associated -with increaSed-Overall flekibility,' with mord.pptions

and. discretion coming Within, reach of the individual as M0*-e_ free time is "laced

at- his disposal , However, thi -definitions of work- activities- are in-Oboe-Ss -of

thangb and the latitude in- scheduling-time and content of work has been expand-

ing. CbnseqUently, it can no longer,-be said .wfth 'validity that flexibility is

primarily a concoMmitant of increased, free time.

Dec lining Work Time; Increasing Free Time-.

-

Statistics' are not hard to find .on trends in the allocation of time to work

and non-Work activities. The patterns in all industrial societies are consistent..

Meatured in hours per week, or years in.a life time, the .proportion of an'indi-

vidual's time devoted to paid employMent consistently declines..- .Years of formal

Schooling increase. Entrance to the work fOrpe starts. later. Hours in the work

week decrease. The, number Of holidays and duratibn of,vacations keeps going up.

Retirement starts earlier. Arid, while curves based upon various assumptions may

differ, the future extrapolation all point to continuing movements in the same

:direction...kfeW illustrations, wtll be provided here. Air

Denis F. Johnston (1972, p. 4) provides -data (Table 1) showing the Charge

since 1900 in expectations of an average -207year-old.workingman in the U.S.,

11 a
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reflecting the declining, proportion of life spent,in the work force (or. about

18;000 hours during a-lifetime),.

c..

-TABLE 1.
a

I

-r- 4

_ --
i Av

., .

Ch4nges in Expectations Of an erage '
204ei-0ld.WOrking Man in the u.s.4

1900 1950 1968

Life expectanWlyrs. remaining) 42.2 48:9

-WOrk -1 ife _expectanEy, -(years) 39.4 -43.4 41.5

Retirement-expectancy (years) 2.8, 5.8 7:7

Percent of life 1n, retirement 6.6% 11.9% 15.6%

a

Al so.worthy.-of. partiCul ar note is =the change. in- reOenCyeart, in the, education

this 'average man brings to work . Table. -24._frOM- the -Current.Population Sur-Vey

of the 'UI S. Bureau of -the SeOWs shows that "the; typical American young -man, now

(March 1972),.hat. completed almost a year of college; ,almost two and- one -half years

mote- thanilis father did 1940). If he is non-whi ti,_the increase from,-1940

:to- 1972' is: more than twice- that (.5.4 years) as he approaches, parity with the

Majority (12.,versus 12:1 years).
4

.

- 6
.Tatile 2

Median.Years of School CoMpleted for ,Persons
- 25-29 Years of Age, by Color, 1940-1972 tr

.- :

Year , total White Non -white..._....

1940 10:3 10.7*. -7.0

1950 12.1' -12.2 - 8.7 'iii,

1960. 12:3 t 12.3 10.8

1972* z 12.7 12.7 12.4

*March

Moore and Hedges (1971). provide a number cif-other useful indices of trends

in -labor and,leisure. Perhaps the -best long-,term indicator-1's the average weekly

hours per-worker in the civilian economy. Extracts from 1;44 they provide' have

-been used to develovEigure 2, which shows a decline since the turn of the century
.
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trim; above 53. hours to below 40 hours today, with some reduction in the rate
..of decline after World 'War II.

sNatioral 'BUreaU of 'Economic
,=Research

4 BUreau; of Labor Statistics
o.

1;

C

-
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4

7
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40.

T.S
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/9. ,410,1/ ao,/ffs,z .1* I 1
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Figure 2. Average .weekly hours_ per civillan worker.
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However; paid vacations, hoTidays-land other forms-of free-time benefits,

have, since the wir,:assumed far greater relative'importance than before. More

than two-thirds of all- workers in the private4sector economy now .get paid vaca-

tionS: 'From 1960 to 1969 alone, worker vacations increased-.fromA.3_to.

1.7 weeks for all workert; 1.8 to 2.2 weeks; for full=time workers; turttiermbre,

from 1959 .to 1968 on the average, holidays increased three-tenths of a day for

offide workers (to days) and seven-tenths (to%7.5 days) for plant workers.

A summary of the average gains in free time over the past decade and

centtir;y5is given in Table 3. .

Table 3

Work_Time,Redudtions for.Past Decade and Century

Free Time Hours -

Gain /Year

In Century, In Decade 1960-69

Workweek reduced 675 30

Vacations increased 70 15

Holidays increased,. 45 4

790 49 a.

When these figures are added to the increased amount of non- working time in yoUth

-0.ind'old age, such as reflected in Table 1,, Moore and Hedges put the lifetime gain
.

for. all workers in the- -past hundred years at about 60460,nouis free of work.

.They further note that the- reduction in hours worked in the '60's accounts

for only a small fraction of the gain in productivity that the economy achieved

'during that period; The reduction of =about 50 'hours in -viork,time,amounted to only

about 8% of the equivalent -of 650 houri (at the 1960 productivity level), made

availible by the nation=s increased productivity.'

When the 3% average annual productivity gains bf the past 20 years are

.projected ahead, the-potential range for collective dace of increased leisure

-And/or increased income becomes quite impressive. 'The work week would be 29 hours

in 1980, if the expected output gain were taken.entirely as free time. Past

histo0-indidates such a division between sho-'ter work time and higher real income

is, not very likely. Nonetheless, we do see that there exists a real potential

---for substantial change that could come about, if some marked changes in value

systems were to become part of new social and economic policies.
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In this regard, Dr. Juanita greps,(kreOt and Spangler, 19a; pp. 361-365),*

providersaMe illustrations. -If we suPpose-thatthedivision'Of productivity

Aaintwill be the-same in the remainder of f-thiS-cenibry as in-the firsthalf--two-

thirds:in increased goodsAnd,one=thfrd-in time free of work= -then- the growth

in free time would-be sufficient to -make goals such as'thse-attainable. By 1980,

a 4.5 hour decline in_the -workweekCould.be realized. Between 1980 and 1985v

society .could--ekercite4athbice7to-retrain about 4%of the labor force:each year

or :add` 1,5, weeks to annual vacation-tioile. By 1985, the choice could be

between- retraining, alroiloSt .7% or providing- an additional -three weeks of vacation.

Other combinations and.chbicis are-pOssible,'of:course.

Other-dati'Ove-uS Sohieblbes-ltd'tfie-OeitOnalandSituitional_variables _

thit.carLinfidence-indiVidUalan&collectiVe choice-Of:time-utilization options,

and-they induceyettraint,upon thesweep;of-generalizalions-that_canbe made.

in general; youngerWOrkersi*oldetWorkers_i and married women seem to

additional'prefer shorter hourS to %Come, Most part -time workers who do not

Want fdll-time work are in these gfbups, Menjn-the prime wOrking.years and

Married.are,moreAikelyto chose income over" leisure. And overall increases in

leisure timp,arg-nOtshared-p ropqftionatelyby.exicutives, proprietors, pro-

lessional workers andlfarM wprkert.

NorshouldWe overlook housewives. It is noteworthy that while working

women spend -about half as much time on houtework as do housewives, and the Oro-

., _portion of women working continues to increase, there are indications that the

women who,do stay at home are actually now spending more time at home management

ChOret than 'their *others did, Thobgh "productivity" in food preparation and --

ironing his improved significantly- -time requirements being decreased by prepared

foods and no-iron fabrics - -time spent in shopping, in travel (e.g., associated

with household. errands and chauffering-Children) and in home maintenance (includ-

ing the care and rePair. of "labor - saving' - '`appliances) has also risen significantly

(Robinson and Converse, 1972, pp. 45-51).

In a more affluent society there are a lot more "things" to take care of
at home, for full-time and part-time housewives, and for the men who live there'

too. These priority claims on "non-working" hours can-cut into the tithe and

choices that are "free."
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Some reductions in scheduled hours obviously have -been .bargaihs. struck

to,increase overtime-earnings-rather than free-time., Thus, the straight time

:work week reductien in manufacturing from-37.6 to 37.1 hours, between 1956 and

1968, was-More than offset byta rise in overtime from 24;6=-3.6 hdurs.

When -only full -ytime workersire tallied, the averages appreciably:exceed

the -40-hour-Standard; So,that, fot example, the 1970 averabe of 39.6 hours in

igure.,2,.becomes-,45:1 hourS or ftill-time workers when such increments as over -

time added: for lull =time workers the -change in scheduled
-hOurs-,44-only--0.7 hours -in.10 years. Overtime is- estimated' by BLS to involve

more than three--timet -asmany ,people= as moonlighting.

rExtripolating into the 70's, 'Moore and heeigetlet-overali reeductions .in

actual =hours engaged -in- paid employmentas, being quite small, while- attention

centers upon reshuffling-of free, time to provide larger bloCki of leisure.
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Chapter III

EXPERIENCES WITH NEW PATTERNS OF WORK TIME

It is the larger blocks of leisdre that, provide the natural.founda-

lion for ekperiments with compacted work weeks and with flexible work

scheduling that have'coMe into recent promiheiice% In this chapter we will

initiate consideration of the ctittcal issues and influences involved in

these innovations as part,bf the larger context of changes in work and free

time, life style and .quality, that lie ahead of us. We will eXplbre several

of the_possiblearrangements of work time, findings of reseiia.and evalua_74-

tion oht-iiew time patterns, and we will -detail some company experiences.

Arrangements of Working Time

Bolton (19711) summarizes different _kinds of work meek-or work -hour

arrangements, a few of which are not widely known in-the United-States, as

follows: _ .

1. Fiked working time. Under this systeM there is a fixed starting

and a fixed Stopping time each day. Each employee must bOt his work place

at,the appointed hour an&much=store 4s put on punctuality:- IndividUals are

rarely allowe&to start.and fihish,at times different from thoSe set for

oilier workers. Time clocks; attendance registers or Personal observation by

supervisors.contiOrpunctuality, and deductions may be made from the paychecks,

of workers who are late. The five-day, 40 hour week is,the prevailing mode

in the U. S. Three other forms are described-below.

a. Compact Work week. This is best illustrated by the 4 -day, 40-

hour week. Mostly instituted by management, this arrangement, it has-been

said, leads to-reduced absenteeism and turnover and increased production be-

cause employees know they will have a long weekend and fewer days to work,

which more than compensates motivationally fdr the discomfort and inconveniences

of a longer work day. Although 4/40 is the general.term used for discussion

purposes, some companies' arrangements include a reduced-work time-of 38, 37 1/2,

36,or in a-few instances, 32 hours a week. There are also thfee-day, 36 or 39

hour week arrangements mostly -used by insurance companies in their computer

operations for better equipment utilization.
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b. Shift work. Shift work used -to belong, by and large, to the
. .

world of the production worker; the -advent of the.computer has introduced it

tothe white collar worker. Shift work 'is,a system of fixed. working-hours
.

with predetermined starting and finishing times. The-flexibility it provides

is Primarily tOthe eMployer's.benefit. It enables management to make better

use of the capital equipment facilities employed, and toincrease capaCity by

this better organization-of plant and human resources. There is no real

advantage'to the employeeexcept,perhaps A-monetary prgmium for.working

longer or more inconvenient shifts.Thetompact or-reduced working -week also

can applY-here.' , A,

c. .Staggered working,hours': In .order to alleviaie,_fhe diiCOmfort,

of rus hhour travetling, some offic6 use -startindand"finisking times whidh

are staggered at 1/4 'fo 1/2,hour intervals. .Employeesare allocated; or

allowed to choOte,.their starting time, and this "automaticalli,,determi4s

their finitbing time. The employee-has to-Work a constant number of hours -

each day, always between the,saMe starting and finishing times.

'2. Rational working hours. This system is based on the premise that

it is uneconomic to staff departments for peak workloads which'occur,perfiaps

omne day of each month, or in one mont4;Ofeach year. EXteptions apart;

it is often possible to predict-levels,of activity accurately, so contracts

of employment provide for,more hours to be worked in some pWods than in

others; or oh some days rather than others. A ,confractUally agreed maximum per

*month or year, must, of ourse, be observed.

31, Variable working hours. This concept gives-each employee complete

freedom in the choice of times he decides, to work, subject to his responsibi-
.

lity for completing his contractual hours, and for ensuring that during

"standard" working hours -that are defined,. there is a deputy available to

carry out essential work. in his-absepce

4. Flexible working hours.or "flexi-time." Each employee is Allowed

to start and finish his working day, within certain limits, when he or: she

-pleases. A coretime, X number.of-hours a day,Anust.be worked by everyone.

For the rest,`the employee can decide for himself how-he accumulates, within

a given period, the total number of-hours he has,contracted o,work. Out-

gide of the-core time, hetan arrange his starting and finishing times to

18
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. - . suit his personal requirements. This stretches the overall working day of

the organization by one or two hours in the morning and in the evening.
....

t ..

-..--,We..would like to examine More closely two70...these newer concepts..,.
k _.

.1 .
Currently receiving much publicity, paying particular attention to compact-,

..,...,ing the work week on a fixed icheadle, and flexible work time The former- ,

hakhad,increaSing.pooularity inthe United States during,the,past few years,
t ,

1

while the latter has been growing raPidly in use on the Continent, especially

in Germany and Switzerland:-
....-',

The Four-Day,;Week*:- .

,

Although muth:ha.S.-been written about the four-day week, and' many con=
,.., -,..

.,-

ferentes_and seminafttheatin-itSbenefitS apeprobleMS, there is- little add-.," e problems,

iglatedata to guideUs OrTitriotirtelifIffidts, on-WketS:. :-This is the
,:-

. fitst point which-must be,reOognizain_ani.ditcUsn,-of alternate-Work forms. .

**4 The second major point is that few-large companies have had any,ex=t _

.., --perience with a four-day week. F-fm S on sudia.seheduTe ateAgenerally small,
--, employing less than 500 people, and are non-al-on. Even where the four-day

,..- week is in effect in-large organiiations, weiind that, with only a few ex-

ceptiohs', it is in _small departments= wherethe total nUmberOf employees

either experimenting with or regularty-Working on such a schedule doe §' not

exceed 500 to 600. Two such eXceptions-areUnited States Automobile Asgbci-

ation,with 3,000 employees on a four-day schedule, and*Samsonfte4s furniture
.

plant in Tennessee, also on a four-day sdhedule.

-amined in" more detail later in the chapter.) 'What are the teasons- for this?

For the most part, organized labor has been against it. Labor's

.position is best summed up in.. the words-.of Mr: Ruby Oswald (1971, p. 281), an
,

economist with the Department of Research, Mt-CIO, "Organized labor has been-

the pioneer and the driving force in the reduction of working hours. .We

support the Shorter' workweek and shorter workday. We support labor-management

efforts.to re-schgdUle workin§l-hours, through c011ective bargaining. But we

are adamantly opposed to stretching out the-workday and nullifying the 8-..hour
4'.

standard.Q

The "8-hour standard" which Mr. Oswald lauds is buttressed by Federal

and State laws which call for time and one-half pay for work in excess of

8 hours .a day and/or 40 hours a week. It would take an act of Congress to

?.;
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change'the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act of 1936 which covers employment

conditionsjor with.government contracts in excess of $10,000 by limit-

ing,the hourS of work^to eight in one diy unless overtime is,paid: Hearings

held by the Department of Labor (1971) to consider waiving thegight-hourilimit,

resulted in the decision not to7change overtime regulationt (U.S. Department

,of Labor, 1972). 'Mast-submissions adyocating changes in the cwertimeregOa-

Mons came froM generally small PriVate firms, employer associations'and manage-

ment'consultants. Opposition to a chiffge in regulations came-mostly from labor

unionsAlthough,the ContractWcirk Hours and Safety Standards Act which applies

to cooStructioncontracts can-be waived by. the DeOartment of Labor ova show-

ing.that it is rjecessarY and;Oropei-jn the public interest tOprevent.injustice

or undue - hardship -or, to avoid serious impairment-of the conduct-of Government "

busineis, the Labor Department fgefythat it is undeiirable to waive one_act

and not the other. Many states have laws which restrictthe daily hours of

women and minors; but-some of these laws are being challenged by Title VII of

theCiVil Rights At of 1964..

Many large companies have-not-tried work arrangements other than a five-
..

day, 40:hobr'week becauie of scheduling probleMs. This might best be illus-

trated by talks'betweenarysler Corporation and the United Auto Workers UniOn'

(one-of-the few unions not against the 4/40).

Ina joint study-underiiken in 1971,, some of the logistic

associated with a shift to a four -day week in a mass prOduction

ultimately, led to the determination-by the Chrysler Corporation

that implementation at present was unfeasible) came out quite c

problems

industry (which

management

learly.

Thus, for example, the transportation flow of,parts froM the supplier

is.scheduled to closely-integrate with assembly line operation (in effect;-the

assembly line may be thought of as extending to the highways and railways).

Hence, a reduction in the number of days of plant operation, even 7:f the total

number of hours remained_ unchanged, would require a large iny,esiMent'in con=

struction of stockpiling facilities according-to Chrysler. The union did not

agree, saying that plants are alreadyworking.different schedules, but it

has not been.inclined to 'press the issue, perhaps because it is assumed that

the issue will be rendered moot before too long, as the work week moves toward

a 32 hour average (thus -making a 4/32 week an operational alternative).
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Another aspect of the problem was that if two-thifts of 10 KOUrs were

put together, with an hour between shifts-for change of persOnneV(parking.

lots also need to`, be emptied and refilled between shifts), tie 'down time 'left

during which maintenance 4tivities'are carried otityoUlebe:redciced from
0

1-seven hours to an insufficient three:

The effects of-fatigue from a 10-hoi%day on a'.four -day schedule ire'',
.

not- y since studies conducted on fatigue have always, been bated:on-

. a five-day week. Some companies use the four-day to gain'overiime iabe worked.

'on the. fifth weekday. This practice gives weight to contideratiOn-of the
. ,

dangers of fatigue.

Many-of the'current work standards -were established tn the 19401s.

Since then, technical advances have made considerably decreasing .physical
02 burdens,on 'the worker. There is a need tO'review standards in light of present

conditions--and here we would include the mental_ And .emotional conseqUencei of

the four-day.week. Many of thelprOblems.associatedlvttMatiouedepenton the

kind-of work performed.- Wherethere irehi6h physiCal and mental demands, it

may not be, appropriate.- An experiment ona four-day schedule,at Heath Team*
Corporation in Kent, Washington, was terminated because it proved oo.tiring

difing warm weather according to the Internationil Association Of,Madhinttts.

Yet another version' of the compact-work-Week seems--to work qUite well with

computer operators'. For a broader diseUislon on the physiologicaland7psy=

--7----chological factors affected by working time,, see Chapter Ve .

-

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company has had their computer opera-'

tions staff on a tiiree-dayi 12 '1/2 hour -week since May of 1970: Peoplerare

permanently assigned to one shift or the other. They found it best -to keep

most of the married 'people on the.day shift which runs 7:30 A.A. to 8:06 P.M.,

and most of the single people on the night shift, which runs from 7:30 P.M.

to 8:00 A.M. This system seemi-tollave a positive effect on turnover and

absenteeism. Instead of working 3 days straight, they work 2 consecutive

days, break for 1 day, then work-l day. Of the 500 employees originally in

this department, only 7 dropped out when the plan went into effect. The
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problemi involved in,this arrangement are mainly rescheduling work when

someone is sick, and taking more time to complete projects. than before the

change.___It-Ai-thought:that-thit-bay.be due to splitting up the work time

into two days and one day (Neitlich, 1972).- This may or may, ot be true.

Until systematic -studies are conducted or comparisons made of two types of

operations one'like the above and one with a straight three-day week (if

there isone),,ft is difficult to-reach a firm conclusion about whether or

not fatigue is a contributing factor. r

Experiential data. We will now examine some - general reports on the

effects of compacting work weeks, and then, examine some case histories to

point up the variety _which exists, and more of the benefits and problems involved.

The first survey of'companiet onthe four-day week was conducted by

James Steele ind-Riva Poor (1970). Odtof-the 27 companies which they

originally found to be working on some version of a compact work week, 13 were

indlUded for in-depth study. Since the 13 companies used in_the study are not

identified, and 27 are identified in the index, thete are some questions about

just what-kinds of situations are represented. Another problem with the sample

ttthat the possible variations in work weeks makes it difficult to evaluate--

the,in-depth study. For example,-some firms have reduced the number of hours

of work but expect-workers to work their extra day off as overtime if needed;

other firths only use a four-day week on a certain shift. Still others, effect :

schedule changes only at certain times of the year, like McDonald's Corpora-

tion which switches fi.om a five-day week to four and-one-half days during the

summer only; or Reader't Digest where the normal work week is 5/35, except in

May When they -Work a 4/28 schedule. Also, some.of the firms had discontinued

the foilt-day'week at the time the survey was conducted (Poor, 970, p. 106)

'.- The authort did not state which companies were included in the study and since

variations are so-great, compatisons and summaries are not too meaningful.

However, with a strong note'of caution, the main results of Steele and Poor

are given hete as matters of interest.

Of 700 questionnaires sent to the companies, only 168 were received in

time to be included in the study. Their findings indicated that workers liked

their companies more than they had before, or at leist no less than they did

before converting to the four-day week. Out of a group of 141 workers, 87 cited
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no disadvantages when asked to Onpare advantages and disadvantages of the

four -day,; 46 workers cited both adv,antage$ and disadvantages, and eight

cited no advantages.. When asked about moonlighting,',17%.of sample indi-

cated that they did;- a _relatively high-Proportion when,compared to About' 5%

to 10% reported in other studies. HoWever, they classified extra shift work

as moonlighting. Some companies encOurageor require overtime ranging as

high is 20 hours a week. Also included were work 'in one's own business

(especially farms) .and 'second jobs., Wheeler (1972 ) claims in. his follow-up ,

of over 100 companies which_ne had astistedrinconverting .to four-day schedules,
-

that the moonlighting rate' drops 'badk to 10% after the new schedule had been
. .

in effect. for _awhile:

Of :the new workers 'Surveyed' as "to whether they joined, a firm -becaus2

it :was ,four-day week*, a little_ more .than thre out of four workers said

,it-'was an impOrtant ;reasons, and three out of four managers also said it. was

reason for tneir, joinindthe firm. Managers also reported that..
the. attitude of workers towards their work was better than before the new

,

SChiduling. problems loomed.- largest in managerS' reports. on the new

work .week.

- - One hundred. Coipiniet on a _fo6-41ay schedule were sol c*ied-tO -parti

pate in a survey conducted by James A. Wilson (1971). Fifty:four companies

complied and distributed-1460 questionnairet, of which 633 were useable and

cdded. (a. retUrk rate of 25% 9f- the total mailed or 45% of those distributed)-.

To submarize .the restilti of the survey, Wilson sayt:

we found that about ,three7fourths'

currently omarrearrahoed work week-wire= in favor of
e the 't.thedule. 'They enjoyed. their work' more, were nor

. more tired and felt-that few,pertenal 'Oe.>job-related
,problems - been createdTey the new schedule. Some

e
'spent mi5i-e,modeyi on leisure activities* and' others

: indicated 411 l i ngnets to .work more: days or hours at
a stretch. For a mall number of, employees, the schedule
was. viewed very unfavorably'llett than 10 percent). These
persons were less happy with their work, were more tiree-T'
-andwinted to resume a- five:diteight-hOursdhedille:.
(Some few companies -are-al loWipg,,such:dissatisfied

--femployeet to resume the 'schedule .on their_
own Without' apparenk.problent to the Organi zation .1-

*Mostly unmarried.

+Ts,

"tit
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Additional analysit-was performed in an attempt to find the underlying

causes and trendi in the_whole sample. The factors thought toinfluence

attitudes included: sex of the subject, marital statutt age, occupational

classification, combined sexand marital status, type of company, region

where company is located, and whether the company_is.unioniz_ ed. "The general

findings -of this additional analysis were: no single factor adequately.eiplains

why or which people like the rearranged schedule and those few persons who

dislike the new schedule are similarly varied on most factors." As in the
. -

Steele and Poor survey, no informatfon is included asto how longegrdompany-

was on.a.four-day schedule, or how the schedules operated.

Other questions that'Come to mind about studies that-have been-attempted

to evaluate the four-day week are: What are the differeni_types1W benefits

at these companies.andhoLWere they changed'(if they were) when-the-new'

schedule went into 'effect? _What_other types of change's Were made besides

changing the schedule-:of-work? Whatas'been done about paiates; do.they

cover time - and -a -half over'eight hours or is the base rate revised so that the
---1,
paycheck remaltis the same befee and after the change? Also, are all of the

people in each company on a four-day schedule or Only some-of them; and how

does this affect employee attitudes? What about-barried couples who work

different schedUles; how-does this affect them? These Are only a few of-the

many questions.

Wheeler, et al., (1972) studied,:811 companies for the American Manage-

ment Associa ion, of which'140 were On some type of four-day plan. com-
,.

pared opinion of company executives on the-four-daymeek to those on a five-

'day week and foOd-that they differed almost-180 degrees in their conclusions.

-- For example, 84% of the companies not on thejour;-ddy or not considering it,

believed that the shortened 'Work week woitld,be harmful to business results.

Amohg the four-day companies,.80% said -that business results will improve.

The four-day week dOes increase scheduling problems, but theySaid that this,

is made up for by the increase in productivity. Only 3% of the-fdur-day

companies said that they had a decline in productivity. Of thecompanies on

a four-day plan, most companies mentioned that one of their objectives in

adopting the schedulemas to provide an additional emplOyee benefit. However,

- in 69% of the cases,the.objectives were centered on business results, and

.only_31%were...,empiiyee_oriented. Of those respondents on the four-day, 25%

-df-the 'executives' were also on the four-day. Fifty-eight percent said there
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was "no ch for e",rhis'May present'prOblems fri:the coming:

-years as the executive force gets younger and'perfla0g-more 16isure-oriented.

It is interesting to note that the 140 companies have .21 different typei of

schedulet among them. By far` the most popular-is "the 4/40, but they range

'from 3/34.5 to,4.5/40. This-, of course, does not include-other afringements

like.a 7/70 with one week 6n,,one week off, as is-worked by laboratory ith-

VI.

.

:ploYees at Latter -Day Saints.Notpital in-Salt Lake City,. or 6/36 as worked

by rubber Workers in Akron, Ohio for gyears.j.

In a follow-up of over 100 companies that-he,assisted-in-Converting to

thefour,dayweek, Wheeler (1972) states -that productivity rose 5% across

:the.boa'rd.. Generally, the coMpanies-cutlAit 20f-thi.coffwbfeaks and

start-up -and shui-dOWn-time by changing twaTfotir-day schedule.

-If f-methodt like-Work-tiMplication are- applied without giving'-the=workefs'

an added benefit, productivfiyAKY00.up**ii wouldnoibe-at palatable-

without -something'for the worker. Wheeler feels that- the four -day work week

offers the extra benefit to'the' worker: He,claiMsthattoMpaniet-whiCh have'

used the four-day-and'otherManagement.t6OlttoincrWe...productivjtyi the

gains-can-beTaslligh-ar-20g7Tiages ,0972y. notes:that.the PFoductivity7

.effetts of -the-four-day:Weekafe hardt6Measufe.bebabse of the other, changes
.instituted at thesame-Aime.---- -

In an ittempt:tb find oUtliow people perceivethe effects ofhe four-day

week' over time, a longitudinal studylPf a.OhafmacePticaf company irrSt. Louis

was conducted by Waltef R.-Nordand-RObert-Costigan-(1973)._ The plant is

medium-sized, non- union; employing 'Alipfoximaiely 100 male's and 100 females

whose average age is in the-lite 40's. Surveys Were conducted three times:

the first, six weeks after the trial period began;the second, one and one-half

months later,and the-third, one year ffom the,start_of 'the trial period.

Management deicribed the peop 6 as a,close-knit group.,and many of the workers

are related -to each other. Only:foremih, group leaders and lower leVel em-

ployees, whbWorked in the plant at least 10'of the 12 months-covered by the

survey, and.who.were working thefe at.the time of the first and third surveys

were included in the analysis. The questionnaire returns from each survey

were: first--131. secon4:-126, and-third--111. Only 59 respondents compfeted

all three questionnaires, howivef-, for-`most analyses each-turvey group was

shown separately to indicate changes over time.

*This is the only longitudinal study with substanttil data that wk.have come
upon so far, and is -the.most thoroughly analytic Ond-aVailible.
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The researchers found that generally thedVeralt attitudes were highly

favorablt to the four -day' week. Over time, it was found that respondents

'who were less-satisfied with the four-day schedule were more likely: to be

4:4W-161page-imposed jobs (office, janitorial, maintenance and cafeteriaper-
_

§,Ohnel); have fewer plans foetheweekend;-have_more recreational plans than

task plans; and perceitechangesih thetriobs-as-having less merit as a means

of achievihg company goals:701dirworkeri were more likely to haVe task-

oriented plans for the weekend, and younger workert tO.have recreational plans.

e_Ifchildrenwereliving at home; "respondents terided,tO-seethe four-day as_

having-unfavorable conseqUefices on 'hodie life.-The.prOportion of negative
_

:changes on-homelifeinCreated significantly over time,: with females-regarding

the four. -day effecti on'home life=more favorably than.iales,did.

The-adthOri state-that:

A possible explanation .for- these _findings is

that females eXperience-inter-rold-cOhflial-
between their.job outtidezthe home-and their

role of bothemaker. Their new full:daY4of
leisure peraki-themhto catch -OpOnhoOsework
which,,the social norms- of our- society still:-re-

quire 0.4omen,;even-thOse who are employed out-
.. side:the-hoil. Their ;new leiture-liMe-is more

struCtured'and they feellettef.about their .per-
forMance,of one of their major social' roles.
Males; licohtrast,-haveteWer tatkt which are
expected _of. them in their role at'home. They

make Mari-redreationayplans-but-do-not feel
the incrementriOatisfactionfrom-aTeduction
ininterrrole conflict ,that,femalesmi§ht ex-

tf-fature-reitirch-replicatet these
findingsan&our sex-roles do-not-;.chahge
radically, it may well be that the four -day, week

will be of greater benefit.for females than for
males.

The Nord and deitiganstudy also showed a decrease ih absenteeism-of

'10% which held up-over time when One controlled for seasonal-factors. Wheeler

'".(1972) -has- that absenteeism has. dropped. in 80% {of the -companies which

he has helped to convert to the four-day week, the most likely reasons, he

says, being that workers have an extra day for personal chores and there is

a lost'of 25% in pay if they are out for one day.--,

Case studies. To show some of the variability ia schedulessituations,

and experiences where the compact workweek is in effect, we now will present

several brief case histories.
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United Services Automobile Association (USAA). USAA first decided to

-try4 12 week experiment tOsee-If the four-day:week-KA be desirable-as an

employee benefit Tn October, -1971. The experiment:started on November 15, 1971

and*had to meeftheafollowing-Objectives (McDermott, 19721;

.1. ,Service to membersimustTiOt be diminished.

2. Individual productivity must-be-maintained at, or better
than, the current-laeL

3. Any change in the workweek must offer substantial benefit
to both USAA and the'majority-of the employees.

The main concentration of USAA-employees is in-San Antonio, Texas. Nitiet

percent of their work force of 3,000 is,on,a; Monday-through:Thurtday work-week

of 9 1/211ours wfth,a-30 minute-lundh_break. :AO* 200 employees-. Tueiday

throu§h_Friday. 'A-regular five ,day -Stheduleisjoilowediby 35-- people,, but they

'-are-not in the TeXit Offite; 40 to 40)5001eare on a three=day, lg.:hour-schedule-
.

liity-aek-the,emplOyies in Computer Operations and. the As part

Of the` -work :week change', Vacations were alto thangeiit'

.PreviouslyrempLloyees accrued-eight days-of-Vacation .leaVe. every 12 months.

Now they accrue leave every Six-mphthSafter:-one,yearof service. -Befpre,-eight

days of vacation amounted -to 12 calendar days. After-,- =the same eight vacation

-days gave' l7 calendar daysoff, Holidays. are no-longer -paid -for. They have-been

traded fOr the shortened work week. Since most federal holidaiinow fall on

Monday, employees work Tuesday through Friday those weeks. USAA is seriously

evaluating a plan to do awai:with.federailiolidayt since many people complain about

a fourl-day:weekend, working four days, andithena two -day weekend.

These.have been the resultsasofar; .Since USAA-offices were open

longer hours, the public_could avail itself of their services 10 houfs'per-dayi-

live days a week. Direct inquiry from members increased 18% per week. The

average turn - around time to return a policy to an-applicant declined-from

10.5 days to 6.8.days (a computer in the' Underwriting DepartMeht contributed

to this improvement significantly). The error ratio dropped from 7.2% to 6.1%.

No complaint letters were received from members concerning the four-day week

and total complaint letters fell. The individual productivity records went up

fit* a base period of 09% to 102% for the total test, or 1-0% excluding the

..-Thanksgiving, Christmas and New- Year's _holiday weeks. Sick leave for less

than one-day_wentdown 12% (no-biie,periodrecord is given): - Turnover de-

creasedfrom.25% to.around 18% (they had been working on this problem since 1969

when turnover was at the 45% level). Only two employees out of a work forte of
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3,000 left wheh the four-day was instituted. In an employee survey conducted

after the.four-day was in force,-96% thought that the new schedule was a

good idea, 94% agreed that they liked their job more under the four-day,

and 93% did not find the longer day too fatiguing. ' -

One of the reasons for apparent success might be that the average age

of USAA employees is about-25, and 80% are women. Also, the-San Antonio area

has a number of child care centers open from.7.A.M.to 6 P.M. which accoModates

quite nicely to the company hours of.7:30-A.M. to 5:36 P.M.

Although USAA is the insurance company having the largest number of em-

ployees tryibg out the four-day week, other insurance companies have also been

2fn the 'forefront of experimentation with three and four-day weeks.

John Hancock-Mutual Life Insurance Company. Beginning in February

4972, 217 emproYees-fq four divisions were Out On an experimental four-day,

35 -hour work week, These were mostly low level clerical employees with some

Of their-iuperVisors. As of October 1972, 420 employees were added to the ex-
,

periment, The new group consists of generally higher -level personnel including

accountants, programmers and one department head. In April of 1973 an evalua-

tion will be made of whether to convert their whole-tompany to the four-day .

or keep the five-day week. The Botton office has about 6,000'employees.

'though employees from the original group_are,highly in favor of the new schedule,

so far the company has found it hard to Fove an economicjustification for

khang Yng all employees' schedules-to a four-day'week._

The experimental,sChedole is a 4/35 compared to the regular company

schedule Ofa 5/37.5. Their day is from 8:15 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. with 30 minutes

for lunch. The basic quettiop underlying the compacted work week was what

impact it would have on the amount of work accomplished by each division. To

evaluate, the experimental workweek, three questionnaires were administered:

the first, two weeks prior to.the-start,of,the new work week was used to

measure the expectations of advantages and disadvantages; the second was ad-

ministered three and half weekt after employees had been on the new work week

and compared these expectations with their actual attitudes; and the third

questionnaire was administered the week after the experimental period had ended

to measure over-all degree of change (employeet were still on the new schedule

at the time this questionnaire was administered). Measures of productivity

Were chosen separately for, each division, and the results of the experiment

both on productivity and other factors appear below (Janetos,1972):
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1. It'is possible to maintain a comparable level of productivity
on the 4/35 as on the 5/37.5.

2. Having-an extra day,off did not decrease the frequency of
Miscellaneous- unpaid absences. -

3. Even though employees reported that they liked the four-day,
it did not decrease terminations.

4. Fatigue did not seem to present a problem.

5. Employees generally liked the new schedule and the day they have
off. The-majority of.workers would rather work longer hourt for
four days than-work five days,

6. Most_employees said that-the new work schedule did not interfere
with-tffirbothe-duties.

7. Most employees said they did notspendinore money on their day off.

8. AlMost half of the employees reported that it was easier to get
to work and there-was a,sli§ht.upward-trend to this response at
the end of the experimental period.

9. *Employees did not find their'jobs more interesting because of the
new work week.

Further operational decisions will depend upon the results from the ex-

panded experimental group.. /

An interesting collateral note in the John Hincock,experience is that

the initial experimental phase was announced in advance to be a temporary

change of schedule of only three months duration, with further decisions then

to be-based.uPon evaluation of findings. It became obvious:IloWever, that

attemptS'to revert to the status quo ante would be replete with another

set of problems in reorienting employees attitudes and work schedules and

habits, whatever management's opinions on "objective indices" might indicate.

ObviouSly, it is not a simple matter to turn work patterns oar and off, and

companies should therefore not lightly contemplate the consequences of

"successful" experiments.

Samsonite Corporation. Samsonite's furniture manufacturing plant

in Murfreesboro, Tennessee, initially tried the four-day week in November of

1970. Three months after they were on it, the union went on strike when their

contract expired (not because of the four-day); There are 1,000 employees at

this plant and everyone from the'plant manager to the janitors is on the four-

---aiy:Schedule. Because of the strike, they were not able to go back on the

four-day until September 1971, since it took the intervening time to fill'the
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back orders. Parof the problem with the.Samsonite experience is that they

work a lotf overtime so that there has been an increase in absenteeism,

turnover (which initially had gone down), and an increase in scrap or rejects.

Their main reason for deciding to try the four-day was to be abl6 to-chose

better quality applicants, which to some extent theyhave succeeded in doing.

The plant works on two shifts, one from 7 A.M. to 5 P.M., and the other'

from.5 P.M. to 3 A.M.' Each shift has a half -hour lunch and two,-10-Minute

coffee breaks. They arepaid for 41 hours of work, even though.the.schedule

is 38 hours actually on the job. Employees were allowed to decide which-shift!

they wanted. Everyone has Fridaoff. Of the 1,000 employees, 40% are

women and 60% are men. EmploYedt4report that- they are more tired-now than be-

fore, but they will not giveup the four-day schedule. In addition to the

-above variables, the officials of Samsonite aralso closely following the ac-

cident record of the workers and report that it did-go down a little in the

first three months of the new schedule. Management is continuing to review

the-possible applications of various forms:of flexible working time at-this

plant and at other locations.

-__Equitable Life Assurande Society. Equitable is probably the company

that first began to monitor, and now has-data on, the longest history of per-

fofinafiCe of organizational units and employees under new work week schedules.

Six years ago, Equitable adopted a new schedule with their computer

operations, seeking to get the maximum productive value fFom expensive equip -

ment and associated Wzia .fixed costs, and because of the heavy work flow in-
.

volving data processing equipment. Employees were -asked to partitipate in the

decisionmakifg of what kinds' f schedule would best meet the company needs

and employee.needs;---It-was decided to go to a three-day-shift-within the con-

text of a six-day operating week. Four -shift teams work in rotation --two days

on, two days off, one day on, two days off, on the. daytime shift. Then the

same cycle is followed-on night work. Each shift works 13 hours with two,

half-hour breaks.and an hour overlap between shifts to coordinate work flow.

Management has found that the uti ization objective was met and they have

no difficulty staffing the operation. Turnover is not a problem and absentee-

ism is within the limits of the average absence_rates of offices working five-

Alay schedules.

X
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f
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Now that Equitable is planning-a new facility in another location,

they are considering using the same type of operation there also. Having

met with success in computer opeeations, management next turned its attention

to other areas that might benefit from.better work week arrangements.

-

The following criteriamere established as a basis for applying new

schedules in other parts of the'company:

1. Space for the operations is at a premium.

2. Fuller utilization of equipment could achieve cost savings.

'3. There are periodic overtime demands.

4. Job design characteristics are not overly, specialfzed_or
there is good back=upfoe each job:,

The net place Chosen-was_the data entry operation (keypunch or keytape)

which was also machine-based work. When this operition-becamecentralized at-

one location, manageMentagain talked to-employees about the possibility of

putting their work week onsome other schedule to better utilize the equipment

and increase productivity. Where the computer operations had involved300 men,

the data entry operations,workerswere 180 women-who were operators and first

line supervisors. The women were not willing to. give up Saturday, so a plan

Was devised where they would work four days a week with a rotating day off,

9 hours and 50 minutes a day with.45 minutes for lunch.

The plan was evaluated after-it had been in operation for two months and

the results showed that the quality of-individual operator performance improved

substantially, attitudes toward work hours improved significantly, and there

was a significant decrease,imabsenteeism.

.Other managers,'hearing of the new schedules, became interested'in try-

ing it out in their departments: One of theechnical bureaus decided to

try the four-day. This bureau provides' technical consultin4'services related

to group insurance operations: Coverage over, a five -day week was considered

essential, so a plan was evolved which used-rotating days off. Hoursere from

8 A.M. to 6 P.M. with,55 minutes for lunch, If was hoped thatthere would be

improved utilization of space and- equipment by having employees rotate desks.

Also, there would be greater accessibility to time-sharing equipment during

non-peak work hours, a reduction in employee start-up and close-down time,

reduced absences, fewer commutation delays, greater flexibility in scheduling

overtime, and increased opportunity to develop back-up supervision. After
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three months on this schedule, an evaluation of the operation showed the

following results:

1. Productivity showed an increase over the 1970 base period,

but the ability to complete and release-work within time

standards decreased. Managers claimed that this was due

to factors other than the four-day.

2. There was no change in-absenteeism.

3. The relationship with clients was unaffected.

4. There were 'increased problems of controlling absences and

work flow, but they are minimal and can be worked out.

5. Desk rotation:was not an acceptable concept.

6. The hoped forgreater flexibility with overtime was riot as

practicar-or favorable as thecompany originally thodght it

would be.

7. There is better -use-of-office equipmentand time-sharing-

terminali.

8. It It has hastened the development of Assistant Supervisors.

A useful observation made by Dr: Vris of Equitable(1971), was that

once the new schedule had been installed, as in the case of John Hancock pre-

viously cited, it is hard to remove unless convincing evidence of adverse

effects in terms of productivity, costs, andefficiency is presepted'to the

employees.

In general, the research results on all three types of work and schedules

have shown that fatigue is not a crucial factor in longer work days. For

machine-based work the main effects were in terms of savings accomplished by

better work -flow and use of fatilities. No- important advantages accrue by

-putting white collar workers on -a new 'Schedule,. except in concentrating work ---

-7.=1-Allow cycles and-as a personal benefit toemployees. There is no convincing

.evidence of positive effects upon work motivation attributable to the changed

-schedules; meaning that the nature of the'iWork itself is a more important.

determinant of the motivation of workers.

Congressional Oldsmobile, Inc. This dealership, located in.Opck-

ville, Maryland, decided to try the four-day, forty-hour week becadse they

could not expand their building to'add more service bays. Since more and more

cars were coming in to the service department, it was essential to find some

method of dealing with the problem. The other reason for trying out the
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four-day week was to attract good quality tedfinicians by offering them an

attractive work schedule. After the schedule had in effect for about

a year, management reported that it had been successful from the customers

viewpoint since the hours they are open_are more convenient. Also, partS

sales have gone up 29%. However, there are also problems. They have not

been able to attract better qualified irechinics and overhead costs have been

increased because they have had to hire six more employees: two crew chiefs,

two parts clerks, a night cashier, and a night car jockey. .

Presently, they have 1.7 men in four crews with one crew chief for each

crew. Once every eight weekireach Fran has to work on a,SaturdaY but they

always have three days off at one time. lAs-far--4the'mechinics are con-

cerned, most of theifi would not go_back to the five-day-eveh though not all of

--"them like the longer hours on the-iiur-day week. Many older worktrs do not

like the arrangement because they do not know what to do with the extra time

off. If a mechanic has a working wife, the wife does not like it and neither

does the husband, but nearly all the younger workers are for it.

Levy-Ottenheimer, Inc. This clothing manufacturer, located in

Baltimore, will have been on a four-day, 36-hour week -for two years in February

1973. They originally decided to try it to better utilize their equipment
/

and give their employees an extra benefit. They employ 65 women who
.

work.

Tuesday through Friday. Managementis not on this schedule. Production has

increased between 2 and 5%. Ninety-five percent of the women like that,

schedule, especially the older women.

United Planning Organisation (UP0)-. UPO is a community service or-
_

ganization in Washington, D.-C., funded through the Office of Economic Oppor-

tunity (OEO). In 1970, when OEO would not approve raises for workers at UPO,

it was decided to rearrange the work week. Originally they were going to cut

the number of hours of work from 40 to 37 1/2, but when it was not approved,

someone suggested that they could dispense better service to the community

if'they worked longer hours. -It was decided to have the new hours from 8 A.M.

to 6 P.M. Monday through Saturday with 88 employees working in two shifts, one

from Monday through Thursday, and the second from Wednesday through Saturday.

Only field workers were involved; no first line supervisors, managers or

headquarters staff. The plan lasted from Mar.ch through'November during which
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time two surveys were conducted. The first survey was made three weeks

after the new schedule went into effect, and 81 of the 88.workersjelt very

favorably toward the plan. In June, another survey showed that .71 people

liked it (at that point, 10 had dropped out either - because. they wereprOmoted

or left their 4,obt). In response to questions-on.mhat they did with their

extra day off, 64% said they took care of personal business, and 32% said

they did not know what to do with their time off. One person had another job.

The fact that 32% of the people ad not know what to their extra day

off indicates the need for better-preparation of employees in adjusting. heir

lifeHabits: One manager suggested that counseling would be in order if the

plan was tried again. It was said that the schedule failed mainly because

supervisors did not trust,the workers between -8..and 9 in the-morning, and

5;10 and 6 at -night, when they.Werenot under supervision: This is an example

of the need for supervisors to be better prepared administratively and psy=

chologically to meet changing. conditions.

American Psychological Association (APA). APA-has been on a,4437.5

schedule since March 1972. The plan is voluntary. Originally whin the plan

was first initiated, employees decided which day they wanted off, either Monday

or Friday, and if they wanted to work on a four-day week or stay with the

five-day week. If employees, chose the four-day weeks it was'up to department

heads to work out any problems with staff about diiS off. About, half of the

-150 employees are on the new schedule, and the other half.chose to-remain on

a regular five-day week. One of the appealing features of the arrangement

(-was that it allowed one to switch back and forth depending on the time of

year (one couldn't decide to alternate days off). For example, pre of the

directors of the organliation said that during the winter ,he went back to the

five-day because it got dark so early and he was late coming home; however, fie

planned to switch back to the four-day in the spring.

APA is a service organization to its members and publishes a number of

journals so that production schedules must be mei'. The plan Was evaluated

in July, at which time it was decided to continue the evaluation for another

six months with one change -- everybody who works the four-day must take

Friday off. Now employees work nine and one-half hours Monday through Wednesday

and nine hours on Thursday. According to Dr. Gottlieb Simon (1972), the senior

(and older) managers felt that communications and scheduling would -be enhanced

by four consecutive working days of all personnel on the four-day week rather
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than only three days of communications due to different work times.

After the next evaluation, APA hopes to produce data that will be use7

ful to other associations and businesses contemplating a similar change.

Forbes Magazine. In October 1971,Forbes Magazine published in New

Yoft, decided to try the four-day work week for all of its employees. Most

employees had Friday off, with a skeleton force to cover Friday who were off

on Monday. Forbes work week was 35 hours for five days so they compressed

it into four, eight and one-half hour days.--According to Malcolm Forbes,

(1972):

I also felt strongly that the wave of the future was - is- in this
direction; that many of the best of the younger generation have
a blaming determination to have time to do the things they want
to do (in addition to'working for a living) while they'are young
enough to do them...

In addition, the longer work days were expected to produce more efficient

output and a redUction bf absenteeism._The results showed that these expecta-

tions were reasonably met. However, the Forbes experiment ended because of

the small numbers of people in each department and the necessity for all of

them to be at least partially covered for five days. Too often there was only

an effective work. week of three days since some were off on Mondays and the'

majority-off on Fridays. Another.probleM was the cost of temporary help;

they were heeded when the regular staff members were on vacation, sick, or

absent. Forbes would like to be able to try it again, tut only when enough

other businesses are on the same kind of schedule, so that operations can be

better synchronized,with the people and enterprises with whom the magazine does

business.

Flexi-time

As with the four-day workweek, there are as many variations and per-

mutations involved in flexible, working time, or, as more popularly named,

"flexi-time."

.Flexi-time means that.the daily starting and quitting times are flexible

for the employee, but he/she must be there during a core working time. Some

examples of how this is used are (from Bolton, 1971):

Flexibility within the working day. This means that employees come

in within the limits allowed in starting time and work whatever number of hours
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are prescribed in .the particular organization. For example, a company may

have a core-time from 9 A:M. to 3:30 P.M., with a half-hour lunch from 12 to

12:30 P.M., and the total work hours are eight per day. The'flexi6le

hours are from 7:30 A.M. to 9 A.M. and ftbmc3:30[P.M. to 5:30 P.M. On a given

day, one employee may come in at 9 A.M. and leave at 5FT1 P.M., whild-ehother

might come in at 8 A.M. and leave at 4:30 P.M. In this arrangement there is

no carryover of hours, so that-startingtime,governs quitting time.

Flexibility within the working day with a.flexible lunch. Using the

'same example as above but with lunch time from 11:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M., it

works like this. Employee A comes to work at 7:30 A.M. and decides to use the

full two hour lunch to run errands. He will not be able to quit work until

5:30 P.M. in order to Work eight hours.

Flexibility*within,the work week. Core-time and.flexi-time remain

the same as in the above-exampies,but now employees can decide to vary schedule

and total hours each day; except that the weekly-total must add, up-to-the num-

ber prescribed. It does not matter if they work core-time one day and make up

the missed hours in the next tWb"or three days. The quitting time is no longer

directly related to the starting time of each day.

Flexibility within the working month. Now an employee may work cofe-

time for several days and make it yp at his convenience within the month. A

calendar has to be set up-to let employees know how many hours they are re-

quired to work in that month.

Flexibility within the month with carry-forWarcL This is like the

above schedule with the addition bf carry-forward time,, commonly ten hours,

which the employee can use in adjusting his hours the following month. If

there is a debit, 10 hours being the usual maximum, it must be made up within

the flexible bands of worktimel---These arrangements do not allow employees

to use core-time as time oft-if they have a credit balance. The employer must

have kgreat deal of trust in his employees in order to make this work well.

Experience has shown that in those companies using this arrangeMent, that em-

ployees are willing and able to accept the responsibility entrusted in them.

Flexibility within the month with carry-forward and core-time off.

In addition to the above arrangement, this system allowi the employee to take

off-during the core-time; provided that he/she has made arrangemehts with the

supervisor or department head, so that the work flow will not be interrupted.
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Usually a set number of hours is allowed to be used during core-time, the

rest of the credit being used during the flexible hours.

Why are firms adopting flexi-time? H. Allenspach (1972) has

given the following reasons.

1. The transportation problem is one of the major ones., Many

firms were obliged to stagger work times and also turn a blind eye to tardi-

ness. Inflexible working hours were more or less fiction. "Flexible work-

ing time legalized, and.put order into, a situation that had become chaotic."

2. The regularly scheduled long mid-day lunch period --

mainly a European phenomenon- -where large numbers of employees are accustomed'

to going home for lunch. These people-want a longer break because of traffic

jams; while those who eat at or near work want a shorter break. In the U.S.,

this could be applied,to employees who have errands to run, etc.

3. Another reason, which is mainly European right now, is the tight

labor market which obliges employers to attract new categories of workers. A

flexible work week allows more married women to enter the labor market. This

is not as important in the United States since part-time work is much more

available than it is in Europe.

4. Workers will often take a whole day_or half-day sick leave

rather than be late for work, whether or not the reason is valid. This can be

avoided through flexi-time.

-5. By adjusting working hours to better suit a person's efficiency

cycles, one can increase output and-reduce accidents. The employee may take

a greater interest in his work and the work atmosphere improves. Fluctuations

in staff may diminish in sothe'cases.

6. As with the four-day week, firms may take advantage of this

system in order to attract staff,aspecially in a tight labor market. .

7. Newer concepts. of management that seek to give workers a greater

share of decisiOns can be reinforced by flexible working time.

Mr. Allenspach has also listed several cogent reasons why eMployees

would be motivated by flexi-time, they are:
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1. As mentioned earliere-each,person can adopt the work pace

that most suits hitindividual needs within certain limits.

2. Workers who are in the middle of a job do not have to stop

because it is quitting.timeion the other hand, they regard it as an injustice

when extreme punctuality is demanded for arrival at'work.

3. It is more convenient to have workers decide when the best times

are for going to and from work to avoid traffic jams and, when'workers can set

their own hoUrs, the massive traffic jams which now occur could be diminished

in-Ithe future. Also, the psychological pressure caused by having to arrive,

on time is eliminated.

4.- -Flexi=time -could-hd-i-boOn to married couples who work in differ-

ent organizations, by their being able to work the same hours.

5. Whereas the four-day week allows an. extra day-in-which to shop

and do errands, make appointments, etc., flexi-time provides opportunity for

this within the normal work day.
,

Problems are involved in initiating flexi-time, of course. Not all

firms or jobs in certain firms are suited to flexi-time. For example, some

people-arednecessary during the openfilg-hours,.such as switchboard operators,

and receptionists. Obviously,, it would be difficult to have people Like bus

drivers onOlexible-wOliking hours.

Same jobs are closely interlinked such as in assembly lines and con-
.

tinuous processing. If"component activities are not coordinated, chaos can

ensue. This is not to say that,manufactUring firms could not go to flexi-

time. It is possible with cthfU),-.planning. In Switzerland, a watch manu-

facturer which does, operate an assembly line is trying" out now. 'But most

often the 'firMs,ttlit have adopted this-plan have only white-collar workers.

As Janice Hedges (1972) hai stated, -6flexible work weeks give-better opportuni-

ties for humanistic management. Considerations of fleXi-time are given to

humans and not technology." In a trip to Germany and Switzerland to study

flexi -time companies, she found that companies adopted this schedule because it

was a more efficient way of operation. One company experienced a high rate of

tardiness_ hich they found was related to traffic congeStion. By adopting a

flexibile work schedule it enabled them to meet worker needs and be more pro-
.

ductive.
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As has been illustrated abovi, the variations _can be quite numerous.

Obviously, record keepingmust become more elaborate as the numbers of op- .

tionsAncladed in a system are increased. However, it is notable that this

factor has rarely-been cited as an important negative consideration by ern-
._

ployers or employees-with flexitime_experience. Most firms have time clocks

or on-line computers to.record times. This obviously will bean additional

expense for many firms, as will also be, in some cases, the overhead involved

in having the firm open longer hours. Such items as lights and maintenance

will require extra costs. To,avoidonaking "clock punching" a low status sym-

bol,,insome firms executives also'punch the clock. If more productivity is

the result of-flexi-timi, overhead cents will be minimal.- compared to the gains,

-bah for the worker andthe company.

In the United Stated, the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act, which

----specifiet-overtime-after eight.hourt a day, Might be%a stumbling block for some

-.firms. Since most flexibility is 'provided by a time frame set within a month,

the Fair Labor Standards Act would also be an obstacle since thit makes pro-

visions for overtime-after 40 houma week and it-would be impossible to carry

hoUrs forward with these constraints.

.The-firms that have converted to flekible working time in Eurdpe solve

theirovertime.constraints in one of two ways. The first is to pay overtime

only after the hours due by the worker on account of flexible working time

have been made good. The second d-sygtem assumes'a hypothetical working week

and overtime ordered which does not exceed this_time is not compensated by ex-

tra pay; if overtime does exceed this period, it is paid.

Case History. To.provtde a bit more operational flavor, we will give

hercust one brief case history of flexi=time.

The first company to introduce "flexi-time" was Messerschmidt-Bolkow-

Blohm (MBB) in 1967. MBB employi 4,000 people at its company headquarters out-

side of Munich. The administrative, research and technical development de-

partMents are'here, while the manufacturing units are located in other parts

of Germany.

Traffic congestion at the plant entrance made many workers 'late to

work. They would get ready to leave work 20-minutes before-quitting time at

.the end of the day. The personnel manager decided that there had to be a more
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efficient method than the fixed tchidule the company followed at that time,

and he conceived of the idea of working a.core-time with' flexible starting.

and qatting'times around it. The systei works like this (Bolton,.1971):

Everyone can 'start and leaverk when he finishes. He is

obliged,- hoWever, to conform to two basic conditions.

1. Jo be preseht_diiiing the core-time, which extends from
0800 hours to 1600 hours (1530 hours on Fridays), apart froth

a fixed lunch break Of 48 minutes..

2. To work his contracted umber-of hours per month with a
tolerance of plus or minus 10 hours which may be carried
-forward:to the next month,

_

'All employees."clock in" butAiere docks are now strategically

placed-near their-offices. There_is no'queue to beat; jobs

that-have beeri-itarted can-be completed as lime-can betaken off

in lieu_otanotherday.

People who need. time offtd'deal with personal matters now do
so, whenever possible, in'theflexible time and make the hours

,up later.

Recording for project costing is hoW carried out on.the "clock
card" and is much simplified,

In Germany the.maximum hours of work per day are 10, so the schedule

Was Set-up as follows:

.Starting Band Finishing Band

Monday - Thursday 7-8 A.M. 4-6 P.M.

Friday 7-8 A.M 3:30-6 P.M.

Since the majority of emplbiies are paid monthly, it was decided to

settle the time cards at the end of the month.

The results of this experience have been that: the majority of the em-

Tloyees have a fairly constant credit of 3 hours and 50 minutes, with only

1% of the employees exceeding the 10 ,hour "debit, and in most_of these cases

this is foundito be due to missing entries on the time tedi-ar emergencies;

employees no longer sit around watching the clock; they,can work at their

own pace. In a survey conducted by management two years after flexi-time had

been implemented, the results were: nearly two out of three employees said

that working conditions were,better under the new system; 27% said working

conditions were the same as before, but mosof these respondents had to rely
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on.the bus system min 4?,y the company and could not take advantage of the

flexibility offered -by the new schedule;=when asked what the personal benefits .

of flexi-time offered, the majority said thatthere was'-aPbetter balance between

work and private life" closely ollowed-by"the response "easier travel 79 em-

ployees out of 4,000-thought that there was reduced time available for communi-

cation; 88 employees were sorry that the system could not be extended to employees

who were not included, like bus drivers inriecui.ity officers; only-seven pm-

_ployees cited personal disadvahtagnS working-under the*new tyiteM.

Bail the fourxday week and flexi-time are deserving, of wider dissemination
-

and tryout. Both systems give the worker more freedOrvand'control Of'his own-

life. Certainly as -time at work decrease-s, it becomes increasingly' possible to

make it more varied (Hedges, 1972).

Summary,

The two Major types of-work schedule innovations. we have discussed in

this section are:(a) the four-day_week..mh4ch makes larger blocks of time

available to the indiVidual to:pUrsue other interests,t.and (b) flexi-tfMe which

permits the individual more control over hiS work time and time for other

activities.

Both typet of'schedUles were mostly initiated-by-Management-in a search

for grbater'productivity and better utilization -of manpower and equipment.

:We will close this chapter with brief' statements of the highlights of the

experiences reported here. Subsequent chapters will be devoted to more extended
.

consideration ,of the 'issues raised.

The four -day week. In the United States the appeal of greater productivity

and better-utilization of equipment and better work flow has-caused many small

firms or departments of large firths to try out the four-day week._ Its appeal to

workers is in a large block of useable'leisure time, less commuting and maybe

easier commuting due to reduced traffic congestion. 'Commuting costs, lunches.and

child care costs are reduced in many cases.

Not only are the habits and values of employees at stakei but management

must be thoroughly prepared both administratively and psychologically for,a

changed schedule.
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Xempanies need to make their-ixOectations clear and collect the informa-

tion necessary to check them out. Thus, byway of illustration, one can point

-- to organizations who assume that more days off will be accompanied by more

worker satisfaction, which will"lead to. more production. When increased worker

productivity is not the outcome then.Nlappihess" is subtly substituted as a

criterion, and the management instituted change is rationalized as the gratuitous

offering of an employee Jxnefit.

gfore converting to a four-day week, an organization has to ask these

kinds of questions, since once.on a four-day week, t is often difficult to turn

'back again to 'the five-day. Can you accommodate an atypical schedule into the

larger scheme, around you? For example, what types of transportation problems

will result after-a conversion for the busTness and for the employees? Will the

new business schedule hinder communications between your firm and other firms?

Wha.fabout the coordination of workers and supervisor schedules?

A whole 'pattern of legislative and collective bargaining constraints

originally detigned for other reasons impose obstacles. The four-day week,is

somewhat easier to putinto practice if:a company is willing to pay time an&a-

halffor overtime over eight hodrs a dayt or if its work week is below 40'hours-

a week. ,r,

Most unions are against the four-day week. They feel that it would be

alright to try it, if the work week is reduced to 4/32 or if employers are will-

ing to pay for overtime after eight hours of work in one day.

Fatigue -4s'an unknown factor in many jobs involving the fodr-day week

because studies that were done in the 1940's are no longer applicable today.

Hardly .any controlled experimentation has.4 akeri4lace with the four-day

week to determine its long term effects., Quite often other 'changes are made at

the same time that are not taken into, account inevaluation. The studies which

have been conducted show both positive and'negative results and, until more is

known, one should be"Wary of the More4xuberant.deteriptions of happy employees.

Other considerations bear on the individual off the job. Is he/she able

to effectively use his leisure time or does boredom set in? How will the four-

day week affect his/her family life and friendships? Do larger blocks of free

time act as a motivator.offsetting other negative affects?
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Flexi -time. Flexi -time is a Eurpoean phenomena which, to our knowledge,

has not been attempted in the United States (although many firms such as R&D

companies, advertising agencies, may do this in a non-formalized fashion). Many

of the issues related to compact work schedules apply-here.as well. A few

special circumstances apply.

Legislative constraints do pose a problem for firms wishing to try out

this concept, but as in the case of the four-day week, it may be possible to try

it out in firms .which do net work 40 hours a week and do not have an eight hour

day-restriction.

One point that must be borne in mind is-that if a company decides to

experiment with flexi-time and needs to use time accounting procedOres as equip-
.

Ment, everyone in the companx(or department or section) should be on it since

t will raise less resentment if clock punching is required for everyone other

than just the lowly workirs.

It will be noted that this chapter reflects the fact that many of the

enthusiasms originally associated with the initiation of the administrative .

experiments have, with the passage of time been tempered by the realism provided

by accumulation of greater experience.
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Chapter IV

TOWARD A GENERAL PERSPECTIVE

With-the data and discussion in the preceding chapters as background, we

see that innovations such as the four-day week and flexi-time have importance

that goes much beyond their current forms and present degree of popularity, or

their partitular assets and liabilitiev.as administrative techniques or manage-

ment tools. They bring to the fore and illustrate a whole host of challenging

questions'affecting lafger, long -term issues.

A Glimpse Ahead

We are-coming to recognize with increasing clarity that we are confronting

problems that reach beyond the mere redistribution of time and activities, but

that represent substantive alteration of the nature and quality Of life. We see

a reshuffling.of interrelated ,elements within the total complex of our life styles

and our social, political, and economic organizations.

In years past, when people had little time to spare froffi their work, most

attention was focused on problems, policies and research on the nature and con-

-ditions of work. In recent years, as the proportion of time devoted to paid em-

ployment has progressively declined, and as we look ahead to continuing (though

-possibly decelerating) trends in this direction, we have come to recognize that
.

increasing attention must be given to the nature,. condition, and effective use

of non-work hours- -the time devoted to study, rest, and leisure.

An.Eserious planning in this area has to consider the continuing trends

toward a-reduced individual work week, and questions about rates and limits that

are desirable. For example, we see more stores staying open later hours and on

all days'of the week presuMably manned. by employees with desires for a reduced

work-week. Similar questions may be raised about what will happen with doctors,

public agencies, and the whole range of personnel service operations if a greater

variety of patterns of workmaterializes." Nor can we overlook the changes already

underway_ in career planning and organization of the home, as greater flexibility

in scheduling work of female-employees passes from a demand of select groups to

an established fact.

;11rl
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At the level of the individual, as a case in.point, we can draw upon the

preceding chapter to make a case in point with the four-day, 40 -hour week, and

briefly sample a few of the ramifications.

Given the hypothetical case of a married female office workerith one

child who shifts from the 5/40 to the 4/40 week. She-now has a day free to do

shopping-while her child isin.schopl, and she can take the child to the doctor

foe-Ili-it booster shOtinwithaft:tikinT4Aiii_off from work. Or maybe she will use

the time to take a course that will help her get promoted. But, the bdt rubs less

often when she leaves work now, though she can get a seat that was full during

the rush hour; and she has problems arranging'for child care since the lady who

has been taking care of the child is.not available for all of the, new 11 to 12 hour

daily span;and her husband and child are not accustomed to early breakfast and

late dinner. And if they office goes on a rotating day-off schedule, her headaches

are even greater. Longer weekends for her, but not her hutband, raise questions

that did not.exist before, e.g., "Should she take a weekend trip with a group of

girls from the office?" And the web spins on.

Obviously, it requires* not much imagination to illustrate with a%single

case the interdependence of work and leisure. Multiply this quite simple case

only a thousand times and we see vividly ktremendods potential impact upon the

social warp and economic woof of the fabric of our life styles.

We also need to be aware of what is happening as a consequence of increase

in total life span-being.coupled with.a reduced wprklife span.. Thus, the perton'

who .retires at 60 and lives to 75 has .the equivalent of 32,000 working hours that

can have potential for creative use. As e larger proportion.of life isspent in

retirement, we have more than a shift in numerical or biological phenomena, A

chain of qualitative changes affecting every phaseof life for the individual is

an accompaniment (Kaplan, 1967; 1970a).

We have become aware that plans and policiet for new patterns -will need

to cope increasingly with problemsof psycholdOcal and sociological behavior.

We now realize that understanding of economics and politics is not enough. This

point is brought hothe when we find ourselves handicapped by a data deficiency

because-these matters were given scant attention in the past. As aPresident's

Scientific Advisory Committee panel (1962) found: "We know something about how
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people spend their money, but almost nothing of how they spend their time...."

A common perspective xiceds to.be-created for studying these various forms

and patterns of life activities. One coinponent cannot be taken alone without con-

sideration of the other ones. So WU/that, while the literal title of this

study deals with patternS of working time, we find that in order to adequately

picture the situation, now and in the years ahead, we must, in fact, devcite as

much or more attention to how non-working time can be beneficially utilized. For

ultimately what we must seek to achieve is a creative mix of work and leisure

activities that provides for-the individual a more fulfilling way of life, that

allows for uniqueness and self-actualization; that in the aggregate affords society

at large .greater opportunity for mutual sharing of the better things in life; and

that promotes a value climate in the social community (or various kinds of

communities) that reinforces' continued seeking, experimentation and evaluation of

increasingly varied means for-making this a better world to live in

Accelerating Rate of Change

Those who attended school in the pre-World War II eramere still conditioned

by the implicit assumption .that when their years of secondary or higher educatibn

came to an end--when they entered the world of work "for real "-- they would have

acquired most'of the fundamental skills and knowledges that they would need to

support their work and general life activities from then on. The picture.of the

_world and one's adjustment to it still had a rather stable character. Obsolescence

was not very threatening. Relevance was more or less assumed;--"That-is-no longer

so. The rate of change has increased so much that our imagination can't keep

up (C.P. Snow, 1966)."

Now we see further complications; as change occurs more rapidly, the

time to prepare for it decreases. Our institutions must develop better methods

to reduce cultural lag and overcome social inertia. We need to achieve, to quote

T. Hoopes, "the Capacity to treat.as- real and urgent, as demanding action today,

problems which appear in critical dimension only at some future date (Spilhaus,

1972, p.,714). Policies anchored'in the status quo are soon obsolete. To accom-

modate to an increasing rate'of change, more lead time may have to be built into

forward planning--e.g., the conventional "five-year plan" perhaps ought to be

declared obsolete, and replaced by a "ten-year plan" as .the typical long-term

planning unit.
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A startling vision of the changing world that lies not far ahead of us is

given in Future Shock by Alvin Toffler (1970). He is one of an increasing host

of "futurists"1-Oho provide mixes of scholarship and fantasy to drive home the

conclusion that, in many respects, we are passing the point of no return, that

the future is now, and that procrastination and timidity in confronting and coping

with the real issues can court disaster.
.

_

'Looking ahead in a systematic fashion, from the outcomes of a Delphi inquiry

processcarried out by the Institute for the Future with a highly diversified

group of professionais, we",can_extract a number of themes to depict a scene into

which-We can Project further consideration ofthe future allocation and use of

time (Gordon & LeBleu, 1970;'Enzer, Little & Lazar, 1972).

The panel identified 32 events judged to be most important to changes in

time/money budgets in the future.- Among the futures that may result from the

occurrence of events that were rated as 50% or higher probability by 1985, they

saw such as the following:

Virtually all businesses will increase time off from work by at least 25%

for civic, political; professional, and-personal activities. and the full-time

work week will decline to 32 hours or less (35 by 1985), with more effect

- upon male workers than females, along with a greater sharing of household

activities and increased expenditures for recreation.

Education for all workers will rise sharply. TheAigh school dropout rate

will decline. Most of the college-age group will enter college. Lifelong

work-study programs will become more available. Interest in cultural activities

will increase.

An increased demand for personal transportation is anticipated, associated

With increased leisure time, despite general subsidization of mass trans-

portation.

.,
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Average vacation time will at least double.

a

Most married.women- will be in the labor force. Government-sponsor'ed day care

-ceriters will exist in most urban centers.'

Very likely is the enactment of a guaranteed annual income of at least
a

$5,000 per year (198 constant dollars) for a family of four, and a doubling__

of Social'Security_payments.

These-projections fairly well represent the salient characteristics of

those made by others in the field:

It has come to be rather generally accepted that in the remaining years of

this century we face-the prospect of substantial changes in_the orientation of

our work- centered and leisure-centered values and motivations. We are on the

verge of considerable social experimentation with new patterns of work and leisure

time activity. As we confront these plospects,we-note considerable gaps in the

information that we require: For meaningful comparison of-different approaches

to decision-makingin the total context of life management, generally accepted

criteria need to.be developed.
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'Chapter V

INDIVIDUAL CHOICE AND ADJUSTMENT

When we focus upon the individual choices of the worker involving the use

of working time and free time, related,problems and satisfactions, benefits and

losses, two sets of major determinants come into play. One consists of the

structural factors that facilitate or constrain his election of choices, which

we'will consider later in this chapter. The other consists of his own personal-..

preferences. We will pursue that subject here.

Personal Preferences

Dealing first with personal preferences, for purposes of discussion, we

assume that arrange and combinatiOn of work and leisure options are available to

the individual.

First of all, he must know about the available alternatives, otherwise, they

are for all practical purposes non-existent. The main channels for developinn

this awareness are the individual's pastxperience-and education. These can be

supplemented through various communication media and processes.' The experience

may be the direct personal involvement of the individual or-it may be the ex-

periences of others communicated to him. To the extent that his past education

and experience have been narrow and the opportunities to broadeh them are liMited,

the opportunities for the individual to enrich himself-=either financially or

psychologically--through constructive use of increased free time are correspond-

ingly constricted.

The orientation and value the individual gives to the available forms

of work and leisure, also determine how he allocates his time resources. Thus,

individuals who highly value their work and derive great satisfaction from it,

may seek few other ways to achieve tile satisfactions. Thete are the, people of

whom it is said, "their work is their whole life." For others, their job may be

an unattractive burden;'' borne in order to gain the time and money to do the things

they really want to do.

Again, it needs to be emphasized that for the individual, work and leisure

are riot spheres of activity that are psychologiCally separate: There is not one

set of psychological needs and principles that applies only to work andlOther

set to leisure. The individual draws from"both spheres in seeking life's
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satisfaCtions and his perceptions and activities are integrated in a continuing

process,of seeking to achieve reasonable adaptations in a real world. The-goals

and the.needs'he seeks to fulfill. in the two domains, may.betsymbiotic and

*mutually reinforcing; they may be cohflicting, or they may be complementary--

a satisfactiohabsent-in one domain is found in the other. More attention will

need,to be given to how such needs and principles exist.and apply in leisure

time; as well as work time, lestwe find, that an increase in psychologically an-

productive free-time simply-transplants.the seeds of discontent from the work

site to the home site And community.

°
Segal (1967) offers the hypothesds that:

indiViduals who have learned to commit energies toward goal
achievementwill characteristically find minimum difficulty
in making commitments, within the constraints of the social
structure, as theY-shoose employeent, chore, leisure and
free time activities, while individuals who have experienced" .

developmental difficulties in learning to commit energies
toward goal abievement will show4i consistent inability to
make sych commitments in any area; or inconsistency and
unreliability over time from area. to area (p:t).

,-4

Research by Havighurst (1961) provides some data supporting expectations

that positive correlations will be found,betweena person's energy expenditures

in one area with the vigor of'his involvement in other areas.

Leisure should not be treated as a "substitute for living," but as a means

for better living (Lens, 1966, p: 172). New time can provide men with new

meanings.;.; a new philosophy (Prehoda, 1969)". "But the new time like the new

resources under the hard surface, must be developed with priorities and values

for utilization" (Kaplan, 1970a, p.6). We need new patterns of life styles; not

simply a grafting on to old patterns.

All theories based on a conception of work,. family duties,
political activities, or educational activities are bound
to fail if they consider leisure merely, a compensation or
a complement to institutional ,obligations needed for the

functioning of economy or society, without reference to
the mutation of the newAhdividual's needs (Dumazedier, 1971,
p. 203),

Illustrative of this theme is some of the unsatisfactory experiences we

have seen with the four-day week in the instances where- "it was handled by manage-

ment as primarily an employee benefit instead of as a rather fundamental redesign

of the job and habit patterns of employees.
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A person's orientations are also a-function of the ch4racteristics of

the individual and of the society and its subgroups of which he is a part.

Most
-
projeCtions and planning, for lack of adequate breakdowns in statistical

data, have tended to treat the populations involved in studies of work and

leisure as having relatively homogeneous (average) characteristics, values,

and preferences, when, in fact, differences may be marked between sexes, age

groups, educational backgrounds and socio - economic classes`. The variance with-

ineach group may also be quite large. An illustration of this, in the case of

distribution of weekly hours at work for different types of occupations, is pro-

vided -by Ennis (1968, p. 554) in Table 4. Only recently-have attempts been made

TABLE 4. HOURS AT WORK AND OCCUPATIONAL
GROUP, 1965

Percentage distribution of
weedy hours at work A:erage

hgrs
weekly

Less than 35-40 41 or
Type of occupation 35 hours hours more hours Total

Professidnal, technical,
and kindred workers 16 49 35 100- 41.4

Managers, officials, and
proprietors, except farm 8 32 60 100 49.4

Clerical and kindred
workers 20 64 16 100 37.4

Sales workers 30 34 36 100 37.8
Craftsmen, foremen, and

kindred workers 11 52 37 . 100 42.3
Operative and kindred .

workers 14 53 33 100. 41.2
Domestics 66 19 15 100 24.1
Service workers, except

private household 29 41 30 100 37.8
Laborers 31 46 23 j00 . 35.5
Farmers and farm workers 23 13 64 100 52.1

Farm laborers and foremen 42 17 41 100 39.4

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Labor Force and Employment in 1965,
Special Labor Force Report No. 69, Wacliington, 1966, Table D.6, p. A-31.

on a broad scale to-stdy the use people make of their time in the context of

daily life that take into account patterns associated with distribution of ac-

tivities, regularities in timing, duration, frequency and sequential order

(Szalai, 1971).

So long as the organization of our industrial society remains essentially

work-centered, the timing of work continues to be central to organizatidn of

11.1 other activities )(Segal, 1967). Preparing people for, and maintaining

people in work, has presented a-gUiding'prineiple for most of our social insti-

tutions.
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The individual has been expected to accomodate,tc the predetermined structure;.
"...the rhythms of life are mechanically paced: time is chronological, methodical,
evenly paced" (Bell, 1972, p. '165). Individual differences have represented a
problem, but the main concern. has been to keep at a minimum the impact of individual

differences' on the total system's operation.

Until relatively recent yearsj,work and. work-rel ated" nirsonal and family

maintenance activities consumed nearly all of an individual worker's time in
highly -industrialized countries, so that the use of free time-was- "unimportant:"
We are now approaching the point where large numbers of people will have-major

segments of their time schedule to "play" with. JiThe fact that "days off" in some
,jobs already exceed the Wilber of "work days" certainly increases the pressure
toward greater flexibility, in the timing 'and use of leisure as well as of work.

As we enter upon "the post - industrial' era" our orientation and values are
undergoing. metamorphosis. Greater freedom from the demands, controls, and:
structuring of activities associated with time spent as part of producing enter-
prises will allow us to gi ve ;more attention to iridi vi dual fulfillment through
individually di fferent patterns. of acti vi ti es . As in di vi dual _ fulfil lment becomes

raised to a higher, level of concern by society, the, values and organization of
so4a1- institutions will no doubt evolve to meet the changing needs and to revise
the accompanying relationships.'

Individual and social planning for constructive use of free time now comes
to assume a far,more important role than it has past,_and more sub-

stantial facts and 'theory should be generated in support of such planning and the
implementation of resulting policies.

ChltIgLirgi Individual Values of Work and Leisure

In the formulation of such plans, one might contemplate that, to the extent
that 1 a rge r -proporti onslof-l-ife-time-and-liferspace-are-devoted-to-mmwork7 the
possibility exists. for substantial alteration in orientation toward work and
toward the organization in which one is employed; -One Might theorize that as
less time is spent on the job, identification with interests of the employer may
be decreased. This may happen because the reinforcement associated with working

situations iS proportionately less, and beciuse other strong competing interests
may have a greater chance to become salient. So that, for example,Jf greater
amounts of free time result in more multiple job holding, a "conflict of interest"
may diminish the exclusive "loyalty" that a single.employer can comand. Even
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relatively satisfied workers have more opportunity to "windOw-shop"Lfqrqtber

jobs. We have too little experience as yet to do more than sfeculate enithe

possible effects this kind of situation may have on morale, turnover;Iquality

of work, and labor-management relations. The concept of a work career also

undergoes considerable change, perhaps characterized by more deliberately.

planned inter-job mobility than is now the case.

The model of the individual as a rational economic man, operating in an

open market, has been subject to many qualifications and limitations with regard

to his-behavior as a consumer of goods and services. More and more we have felt
7-

the need for education to better equip the consumer to take care of himself in

the'market place, and laws to protect him against others, and often against.

1 hiMseif.

In his use of 'increasingly available leisuie, it is unreasonable to expect

"natural" rationality to be consistently exertised in an_effective manner. Large

numbers, particularly among the lower socio-economic classes, are being exposed

in the high technology society for the first time to the problems of dispoting of

'substantial increments of free time (Schlesinger, 1971). For peoole of all ages,

--the needs for education and protection become comparatively greater in the leisure

activities area (Shubik, 1967).

There is the temptation to makethe simple assumption that the "more free

time the better." Obviously, to translate "more" to "better" we-must take into

contiderations.for whom, for what pufpose, and under what conditions. Furthermore,

we might ask: Does increased leiture lead more people to engage in !self-

actualizing" behaviors (Maslow, 1964)? Can society tolerate, individually or .

collectively, a largely self-actualized population? Would the psychological

meaning of self-actualization become altered when "everybody's doing it?" Does

a society become placid when stimuli provided by risk, competition and struggle

are largely abieritf-

A related Question that bears study, is whether management is unwittingly

reinforcing worker values that it does not share--planting seeds of conflict

(Wilson, 1971). We refer here to management's holding out increased leisure-as

a reward , thereby creating a condition where leisure is given an enhanced value

that strengthens an anti-work ethic--the value of leisure is enhanced at the expense

Of work motivation. Aversive conditioning toward work is increased for'workers,

while managers, for whom work provides greater fulflotment, continue to adhere to

the "old" values. As alternate gratifications through leisure activities take
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up more time and-assume oreater prominence in the sctieme of life, job-related

task orientation may be reduced in competition with other .actiVities and object -

Ives. To some_extent, such revision of motivating values may offset gains in

technological efficiency.

Conflicting values are also built in-asndividual firms and. society at

large place even greater emphasis on the worth of education for broadening the

competencies and horizons of youth--who thep find that the choices and structures

of jobs have .not been broadened to-correspond with the expectations that have been

induced. Greater efficiency in the ,utilization of manpower is frequently

accompanied by rigidification of tasks, reduction in the utilization of skills,

increased roUttniiations; opening the door to job dittatisfaction for a new

generation of highly educated workers (0'ToOleet.al; 1972)`.
4,

Another aspect Of aversive ,conditioninOs illustrated by a study of attitudes

toward a prospective. four-day, .40-hour week, by Gannon and Reece (1971)e They

'found, with a sample of engineering technitians, that those who were most dis-

satisfied with their jobs were most opposed -to the prospect. One reading of this

result could be that, for the person.* is already unhappy -at work, a longer

daily exposure is not tolerable to begin with; so that it is difficult" for him to

retard an extra day off as a real, compensating alternative. Also, where the

negative affect may cumulate multiplicatively aversion builds up .at "overtime"

rates) "equal time off is not psychologically equivalent. Managers, are likely to

recognize the impact .of cumulative physiological effects. They are more likely

to overlook the fact that subjective effects may mount in a similar fashion.

Once more, therefore, we see tangible evidence that management of public policies

are naive which assume that there exists somewhere a simple formula for optimizing

satisfaction and efficiency by trading X units of -free time for Y -uritt of work --

time.

We cannot lose sight of the-fact that most individuals depend heavily upon

the organizing sturcture imposed by a full and consistent work schedule. It is

important to their psychological well-being. Long periods of unprogrammed time

and a recurrent need to elect alternatives or to reorganize plans, may be very

unsettling. Similarly, for some people, their jobs are the only interesting and

purposeful activity in which they engage. When given more time off the job,

their frustrations, conflicts and boredom increase.. The work that one does is

often the most important source -of self-identity (Wrenn, 1964). One's sense of

identity and social standing derives largely from one's occupation -or profetsion
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(Dubin, 1972). Furthermore, it is often true that the,physical and social
environment at the place of work,is considerably, more attractive than one's

_.

home and neighborhood. So, we find frofirnatiOnwide surveys that the vast
majority .of employed men say that they would go on working even if they inherited.

- enough money to live comfortably without.vforking (Kahn, 1972 , pp.178-179).
Fo'fimost adults,--research indiCates, the solution to dissatisfaction.with work
woulcibe sought in another kind of job rather than in more free time (Meyersohn,
1972).

On a general level, to the work:ethic has been attributed much of the motive
'power forindustrial -societies. The value attached to hard work, the need for.
men to' work, and the justification of profit, 'all helped to form the basis for
modern capitalism (Weber, 1930)-. These values -and rationalet may ,becOme diluted.
Qn the other hand,:if the matter IS seen - -as not a choice between work and leisure,
but a synthesis, then Kaplan's observation applies, that: "It is not work. ner se,
after all, which is the basis of the Protestant ethic; it-is'being -needed, obtain=
ing dignity for oneself by contributing to the .general welfare (Kaplan, 1970a,
p.11)." -Then the challenge becomes one of creating the conditions and the support-
ing climate-in society that enables- peirle to feel needed, obtain dignity and Con-

.tribute to the general good in workaria-1-eiture.

Hence, policies that implicitly regard free time only as an escape from work
are operating within a biased and incomplete conceptualization-, Or, in Dumazedier's
words: "...the humanization of work through leisure is inseparable from the
humanization of leisure through the values of work (Oumazedier, 1967, p.87)'."
Again, it is obvious that to be able. to ,appreciate the "better things of life,"
mart' people will need help to acquire new skills, knowledges-andfittitudes. Many

will- need. to learn how to share in these benefits, -antrto learn how to evaluate
the choices open to them, and to adjust and manage life under changed conditions.
It may well be that an explanation for,the fact, noted before, that a minor share
of increased productivity has 'been converted to free time, is that--in addition to
individuals' economic imperatives-*-a good many people- are simply not yet 'able to
visualize constructive-uses of free time that would represent meaningful alternatives
to paid employment.

As life comes to orbit increasingly around leisure instead of work, "then in
the context of leisure there must be implanted the possibilities for personal
growth and fulfillment that may lie removed from the inventory that' work has to
offer. As Max Kaplan (1970a) says: "We=need models to think with, in this case
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meanings or values through leisure (p. 14)."

A caution should perhaps be introduced here. Some observations about

leisure and the working man have reflected an elititt'taint. The "upper

classes"have always worried that. if the "lower classes" had more time and

money,-they would just rink more and engimin other slothful tehaviors.

Obermeyer (1971) warns that: "Creative leisure cannot be modeled on the kind

of leisure that intellectuals have enjoyed and developed in the past (p. 225)."

LaboHeaders have expreA1Pirritatfon on this score. The "solution' to the

problems of unfree work," Blauner (1964, PP. 183-184) states, is not to be

found in "a division of society into one segment of consumers who are, creative

in their-leisure time bdt have Meaningless work and a second segment capable

of self-realization % both spheres of life."

Elaborating upon a similar theme,(aplan W970a) says:

Neither the models nor evaluations of their implementation

should be tied to mass triumphs. Given a new set-of creative

conditionsvhich I obserVe even in our so-called and dis-

paraged "mass culture,"the keyword is accessibility; it is

den the educator'.s duty to desire miracles of creativity

but the citizens'' right to aspire to pleasant conformity.

Our task as leaders in conceiving and implementinc.new

conditions for, man are to observe the strengths of the'new,

provide creative options for all, expose persons to the.

new options, and assist them in forming higheraspirations

for themselves. More than that is both unrealistic and

self-defeating (p.

People cannot be made to appreciate "the better things;" they can "learn to

.after they have had access to experience with those things. The
O

, values, purposes, arid' satisfactions of needs must be shaped and distributed

to suit the developmentil status, cultures and economics of the people involved.

Structural Constraints Upon Choice and Change

Individual choice and decisions affecting organizational change operate

within limits setrby existing structural constraints. We will consider here

some of those'which are most salient and prevailing.

Human resource economics and 'accounting principles. One.global limitation

stems from the absence of tangible values assigned to human resource's and to

leisure variables in most economic theory and accounting models in actual use.

As Flamholtz (1972) points out:
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Although the economic importance of people is well
recognized, few organizations attempt to account for
their human resources. Conventional accounting systems
treat expenditures made as investments in human resources
as expenses rather than as. assets. Thus human assets do
not appear on financial statements. Similarly, organ.7_

izational information systems typically do not measure and
report on the value of human resources and changes in their
value over time.

As one related conseguence,'business or government investments in leisure -

time activities almost inevitably show as'a loss in comparative cost - benefit

analyses because there is no way to input constructive benefits. "This is. true

not only in the accounting sense; the absence of tangible indices can con-

commitantly induce in policy-makers a negative bias in perception of the psycho-
,

logical values that can be derived from better use of free time.

So far, only one writer hat attempted'to develop an accounting rationale.-

to make possible a flexible redistributionof time-off alternatives. -In

Kaplan's (1972) model time rather than dollars is the constant unit of exchange.

Simultaneous-patterns may be anticipated- -going to school
and working during the same year; flexible patterns' open
when the line between work and retirement is minimized or
eliminated, so that one travels or takes his intermittent
sabbiticalswhile'he,is involved, healthy, or before his
wife has -three children; he works in his 60's and 70's,
and pays the interest on the time he borrowed, by work
energy, exactly as he new repays the money he borrowt (p.

Samuelson helps to reveal a blind spot that has impeded constructive -

thought ancrplanning on the subject of leisure by pointing out that:

If...people decide that they want more leisure, the
fact that will slow down the growth of the G.N.P.
is only a reflection of the way in which. we measure
-that magnitude. Ifleisure were somehow reckoned in
the G.N.P., .much as we reckon other gpod things of life--
ApPles, oranges, back rubs, ballet and football games- -
there would be seen to be no true, reduction in-C-.N

(Newsweek, November 16, 1970, p. 57).

To which Mitchell and Baird (1969) add that a nation can measure itself not

only,in terms of National Income Accounts but also "National People Accounts,"

and "have'the option of prodUcing better people=rather thanmore or iriproved

goods (p. 19). Increasing research and development in the field of social

indicators reflects the growing acceptance. of this point of view.
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Other general economic policy determinants Which control apportionment

of resources, also govern productive output and_set limits upon personal

income and free time. Defense and welfare obligations are1taxes upon national

economy with general effects. Regulation of output to protect against pollution

or preserve ecological 'balance has differential effect upon different sectors of

the economy and population.

Furthermore, time, dollars and energy are not the only units with which

costs and accomplishments can be audited.

"They are necessary-measures, but in the abtence of
comparably comprehensive and valid data aboutsatis-

faction and dissatisfaction, positive mental health
and.stuttification or outright illness, the.
measures bf-tconomic and engineering outcomes. urge.

one-sided and limited social policies (Kahn; 1972,

p. 203)."

Because the nature of the yardstick used tends to determine organizational

policies. and prdceduresito proiide a sourceof balance we are beginning to

recognize that we should introduce into our formal reckonings social indicators

of work and leisure satisfactions and meaning (Blau, 1955; Berelson & Steiner,

1964; Ennis, 1968; Sheldon & Moore, 1968; Kaplan & BOsserman, 1971; Kahn,

1972a; f1eyersohn, 1972; Bauer &_Fenn, 1972, 1973).

Formal and informal regulation. Formal restrictions are imposed and

options are allowed by regulating factors such as law, and contracts and

collective bargaining. Traditions and custom often Rave- equally compelling

strength. The culture and the,lawhave treated working women differently in

, many important respects. Social Security laws set liMits on the working time

of "old" people. Education and labor laws also govern the time of entry of

young people into the labor market, and the time ea kind of work that they

may do. Once men and women enterthe work force on a permanent basis',

opportunities to select educational options as free-time activities still only

exist for a mino ity, though the numbers are now growing: rapidly. Senerations

of struggle by the labor moveMent have.gone into establishment of the 8-hour

-day as standard; hence, any tampering with it tends to breed suspicion and to

inhibit experiments with less orthodox distribution of hours of work in the

work week (U.S. Department of Labor, 1971). Competition within and betWeen

industries and national economies set limiting conditions. Governments con-

tinually engage in economic planning, incorporating policy patterns and degrees
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of,stringency or latitude that determine the range of choice Of'a working

pattern available to employees And. to employers.

Fhtragroup dependencies. On a more individual basis, degrees of freedom

for family members to exercise free time options depend greatly on how much

provision can be made for child care and for care,of the elderly, sick and

disabled. Since home reSOonsibilitieS still-fall mostly upon women, provision

for assistance in care of dependents exerts, special leverage upon free time

, Available to .women. With the proportion of total population in civilian employ-
_

hientrangihg from approximately one-thirdto one-half among the more industriali-

zed nations, and stilldeclining, along with average length of.work week and day,

the dependent care factor tendsto become an ever more sensitive influence upOn

'work time and life activitpatternt (OECD, 1967; Kreps, 1968).

By arid large, structural fattors treat everyone in the group alike..

."Fairness" has been essentially interpreted as dealing with everyone in the same

way: "Organizatiohs deal with the requirements of roles, not persons " (Bell,

1972; p. 166).

- Individual differences have proven to be as difficult for unions to handle

as for management, as illustrated by the strong weight given to seniority as a

basis for election of options by employess. In a similar vein, the labor organi-
_

zatiOn, like the employer,lias usually not felt that it could or should exercise

any great, influence upon how the individual manages his free time. Labor-unions,

have generally felt that they could and should direct their greatest effort and

influence close to the work scene. Perhaps this is one reason why it has been

difficult to get unions to accept arrangements that afford. workers a choite

among alternative combinations of wages and hours of work. It may be that what

some have interpreted as relative indifference of labor leaders about what their

members do.rwith thOr free time simply represents an acceptance of the proposition

that there is not much they can do about it (Wakefield, 1966); that the members

regard life off the lob as none of the unions' or the employers' business.

However, contraindications are found in a study of extended vacations

carried out for the United Steelwoe,rs of America (1967). That survey showed

that the vast majority of'respondents felt that the union should be concerned

with members' related non-job problems. This ties in with studiet by Herrick

(Sheppard and Herrick, 1972, Chapter 12) that show that workers themselves tend

to say that work-fulfillment needs improvement more than pay, while union leaders
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have the contrary opinion, voiced by Victor Ocitbaum,''an executive of the

American Federation of State, County and Munitipal Emplqeers AFL -CIO, that:

"At the reality of the bargaining table, the meMbership won't trade job satis-

faction for less dollars" (Price, 1972, P. 37).

Yet, we observe that issues involving greater flexibility of structure,

and more individual and management options in the work day and week, have become

increasingly prominent in current interactions oflabor,management, and govern-

ment. Thus, the surge of interest and experimentation with reallocation Of the

hoUrs of the work week among a. lesser number of days has sparked vigorous debate

among:laborleaders and emplbyers as to where the ultiMate benefits lie. 'So far

'the debate for the most part has followed traditional linesincome, hours, and

working conditions. Wowever, looking ahead, we may see the coliciquy turn more

to such issues as the character of work, leisure and life qualitii as they re-

late to'non-economic individual gratification and social-worth (Price, 1972).

Symbolic of this is theannouncement that, for what is believed to be the

--first time, a major union will make job satisfaction a contract issue. In

anticipation of 1973 contract ,negotiations the United Auto Workers has_asked

the Chrysler Corporation to begin talks on how .to "humanize" jobi on the

assembly line. Also pointing in this direction is a quotation from Douglas A.

Fraser, Vice President of the UAW's Chrysler Department: "Management-has de-

veloped a sense of social consciousness that they never had before. Even 10

years ago,,the traditional position was that the problems of society were none

of their concern. Well that's changed." (Johnson and Kotz, 19720% pp. Al and Al2).

One indication of that change is found in the provisions beginning to be made by

firms like Xerox to give their people paidleave to engage in socially relevant

activities. Comparable-commentary from management sources indicate that labor

leaders are becoming more enlightened too.

Characteristics of the work situations.and organization. The nature of

the work constitutes another set of factors that affect the latitude foi. choice.

Continuous process industries are generally cited as examples of situations

where schedules must be fixed in order that necessary personnel will be available

at all times. Seniority or other criteria may be used to enable an individual

to select a preferred shift, but otherwise options Are distinctly limited. In

similarlashion, machine-paced work requires that a worker be available at a

specific place at a given time for a designated period. Also, as Robert

Middlekauff of the Ford Motor-Company has commented: "Industry is basically wary
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because it's locked into some work processes by technology that is heavily

capitalized. It takes a lot of money to design, install, or rearrange the

equipment and the line" .(Price, 1972, p. 34).

On the other hand, where the task operations and the tools to perform

the task-are under the control of a single individual, more latitude is_possible.

The ultimate in this regard is represented by jobs that are predominately

intellectual and creative. Here, since the individual is his own tool bag, he

can largely deteAnine hOw to budget his own time and effort. It is .also true

that for people operating at this end of the phySiFal-intellectual activity scale.

there tends to be lets distinction between-their satisfaction-seeking behavior'

in work and leisure time. Related to this is the lesser concern that these

people manifest about,how many hours they work (often greater than standard),

while they jealously guarckprerogitives to:schedule their own time as they

think best. Indeed;--thisditcretion is a generally recognizable symbol of pro-_

fessiona) status. For these kinds of people, "official" changes in work schedules

have relatively little impact, and reduction of hourt or days provides" little .

felt compensation. In fact, by increasing the gap tetween themselves and others,

it may only create a feeling of added burden.

Physiological and psychological performance factors affected by working.

-time. Notto be overlooked, of course, are the physical and psychological

--limitations that govern scheduling of work, even though technology has,sub-

stantially reduced human energy demands. Work days need to be regulated by law

and, organizational self- interest to protect health, safety and efficiency. It

is well establishedthat physiological and-psychological efficiency suffers at

an accelerating rate as work day length passes certain limits or'when rest and

relaxation periods are insufficielt to match the energy and attention demands

of a given'type of.work. While such results are most obvious where-heavy muscular

activity is involved, and indices of productivity loss, accidents, errors,

_sickness, absence, and the like, are easiest to measure reliably, it is safe to

generalize that for all types of work and worker populations there are optimum

. ranges of time for scheduling of work that can be determined. Furthermore, has

been demonstrated that often the worker himself is not the best monitor of hilt

schedule. He tends to respond 'to discomfort and recogliize reduced efficiency

after substantial objective decrement has already occurred.
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For illuStrative data we can look to Tiffin and McCormick's text (1965,

pp. 485-491). They indicate a paucity of data from real-life work situations that

provide comparisons of various work schedules, but do include citations of the'

following. Kossoris, et al.(1947) reported --on_the experience of 78 organiza-

tional units in 34 manufacturing plants during. World War II, where there had

been_cha"Ages in,hourS of work" rom prewar to wartime, or from wartime to postwar

conditions, using productivity, injury and-abtenteeisni.data. They found that,

typically, when hours-exceeded per day and 48 per week,. -for.- relatively light

work it took-3-hburs eifisiork tO-0-edduce-2-additional-houri Of output; for heavier

work more than 2 hours of work. to produce onejftr of additional output, with

about 8/40 as-an optimum in:terms of efficiency and absekeefsm: Injury fre-

quencies And 'rates showed similar trends as hours increased.
r

Figure 3,-froma eiport.of RallMartin and Alluisi,(1961), brings together

several reportt' of changes in performance in mental work (multiplication) con-

tinuous.over 12-hour peribds that show various rates of decline.-
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Figure 3. Changes in performance on'a mental multiplication

task during 12 hours of continuous work. Data based on

studies,by Arai (1912), and Huxtable, ettal. (1946), and
others as summarized.by'Ray, Martin, and Alluisi (1961)

1.

In a physically more demanding activity similar curves are provided for

vehicle driving by Herbert and Jaynes (1964) who measured differences in per-

,formance on four driving skill tests after periods of 1, 3, 7 and 9 hours

(Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Clianges in performance on a combination of four
driving tests as related to hours of vehicle driving. The
scores are z-scores. From Herbert and Jaynes (1964).

Some inferences on possible outcomes if work is compartmentalized into

smaller units of time may, be extrapolated from data on the affects of rest

pauses on. performance, as in the case of Figure 5, from an early study by Farmer

and Bevington (1922). This figure is also useful in demonstrating the "warm-up"

phase at the beginning of.a-work period before peak efficiency is attained.

As duration of work periods is reduced, warm-up becomes a proportionately greater

component of total productivity.
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Figure 5. Effect of rest pauses on production for. a typical
industrial job. From FarMer and Bevington (1922).

It is also possible to think in terms of adjusting to physiologically

determined cyclical variations of 'human behavior. We do not yet hive sufficient-

research to permit fine tuning to take place. HoWever, once a requirement for

such information has been established, no large technical obstacles stand in the

way of obtaining it. The Omi Railway Company of Japan, for instance, claims that

a one-third drop in bus and 'taxi driver accidents was brought about through

studies.of each man and his lunar *le and adjristing routes and schedules

accordingly (Ramey, 1972, p. 11). Behavioral concommitants of the female menstrual --

cycle are common knowledge and the subject of quite a bit of research. Evidence

of similar male cycles has been uncovered but less thoroughly explored (NIMH, 1970).

A diily cycle has been taken for granted by both men and women, but has been

largely ignored as a basis for work planning (Ramey, 1972). Several studies of

sleep periodicity suggest that there may be seasonal variations in sleeping hours-

(Kleitman, 1967,-bp 1'86-187). But the question of the relationship of these

cycles. to work performance also needs to be looked into further:.

Overall, these findings demonstrate the desirability of taking into account

empirical measures of performance in designing work schedule innovations appro-

priate -to.the characterisitcs of the work and the worker populations involved,

and in conducting cost-benefit analyses of such innovations. Too often, such

requirements have been neglected.
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Means of accounting'for_satisfaction and profits. Confusion has been

induced in the interpretation ofresults of administrative experiments where

organizations have failed to provide separate accounting fonthelbenefits

derived from effective'use of tangible resources and from the cumulative impact

upon individual worker productivity. This confusion ;has also bred controversy

over What should be the worker'sir share of the gains obtained.

Business management,:like labor unions, has tended to regard its interests

as_being most directly involved at the work site, where the relation between

energy and talent of employees and the productivity; and profitability of the

enterprise is most apparent. ,It is also the: place we the empioythent ot human

and material'resources :in different ways can haver significant bearing upon the

relation between cost and benefits. Greater flexibility in the use of time,

space, equipment, materjals, and people opens.up,the possibility for increased

business earnings. Thus, for example, we-have seen that the current initiatives

for a four-day, 40 hour week, and other variations, has come mostly from executives

who. have seen possibilities for profit through improving the use of their facili-

ties and reducing their overhead. Thoselcinds of profitability prospects can

pretty well be fOreCast in advance, when contemplating experiments with new work

weeks. Assumptions'a,bout increased productivity, generated by better employee

morale and motivation, are more speculative. As reflected in Chapter III, not

much hard data. has, been generated through research on this subject, and such as

now exists does notvreveal any startling difference in 'level of-productivity

between the new and the old work week.

ti

It should be made explicit that worker satisfaction can be regarded as a

criterion of effectiveness for the changes instituted, but this criterion must

be. considered separately orilts own 'merits. The relationship. between satisfaction

and productivity is more often talked about than demonstrated (Katzell, Barrett,

& Parker; Ferguson, 1958; Brayfield & Crockett; 1955; Vris, 1971). The attribu-

tion of an actual increase in individual productivity to higher morale needs to

be handled cautiously.

Novelty frequently serves as a stimulus_for temporary behavior modification.

It is. not unusual that as the novelty diminishes, the truth is unveiled that the

change itself was impotent. During the past year or so, many glibleneralizations

have accompanied introduction of plans for four-day weeks and otheivariations.
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Without provision for careful specification, planning, and analysis of results,

it isdifficult to establish which generalizations are supportable. Also, ,v3.

.structural characteristics of time, space, place, pace, and organization of

work, often leave little or no room for Cafiges in aiiindividual's work behavior.

The unaltered demands of the situation:often nullify efforti aimed to alter

the worker's motivation and behavior. Disillusionment may set in when short-

term success is followed by long-term failure. The baby may be tossed out with

the'bath water, for'lack of ability to discriminate.between what is beneficial

and what is not, thus losing the opportunity to fully exploit the real benefits

that may exist,

To the foregoing are added the,constraints resulting from those factors

which are external to the work site. One must consider such interdependent

factors as transportation; housing,-population distribution, activity schedules,

of Others-In the family and in. other groups, locally and in the society at'large,

as-well as the full range of organized and personalized leisure time activities.
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Chapter VI

'ROLES OF BUSINESS, LABOR, GOVERNMENT AND SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Shared and-.Conflicting Plans, Purposes and Values

Representatives of trade unions; employers, public authorities and other

social institutions are most_ likely to be.cotisistent'andunanimous in expressing

the conviction that patterns of time should be so oegailized that the

individual worker ultimately derives the maximum possible- benefits. However,

similar agreement is not likely to be-found-amon4-themcis ID wtiat constituted

benefit and as to -the best means of realizing the-goal of maximization. Proposals

for reforms and changes in practice in-arious fields involved fall within the"

jurisdiction of a variety of government_agenctes and other institutions concerned

with- economic planning, maripeWer planning, labor problems, education, social

security, trade associations; labor organizations, et al. There.ire few points

at which an overall assessment of the problems can be made,"and where broad and

balanced:policies can be worked out.

Theoretically, the central point of consideration is. the national budget.
Tr

However, the budget is, at least initially,,made up Out of submissions made by

different agencies., The preparation of the budget is scarcely an appropriate _-

time to bring together aspects of policy affecting flexibility in werkinglife;__
)

so many other more' iimportant ssues are Usually involved. Problems of relative

priority in social-policy arise mainly when overall budget Cuts are required;

the object then is not to promote social reform but to secure the maximum cuts

with the least political and administratiVe trouble. Further, budget-discussions

have little influence on choices made in thecourse of collective bargaining

__(Evans,

Thus, it would appear that to effect fundamental changeOt would be

necessary to make flexibility an explicit goal of policy, specifically defined

within a_national context, with an organizational structure established 'to guide

implementation. Such conditiond would be more-favorable for the development of

the needed conceptual models and methods of policy formulation. An illustration

of a somewhat related experiment in which the aim is to present overall,costs of
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a complex of social programs js*the "Social Budget" of the Federal Government

of Germany (1970). Perhaps,sotheday, ministries of "leisure and life quality"

will 'come into being alongside. of ministries of labor.

In this ,annection, it is-interesting to note a distinct difference that

exists -.in Europe and the United States. As contrasted to the situation here,

, in almost every country of Europe, regardless of political or economic. philosophy,,

there are maintained. research centers-on leisure. These serve to feed data to

government Or-private'sectors on such matters as tourism, mass media or adult

education; And to .0r-1341de-broad interpretations of what industrialization, more

free time; rising affluence, urbanization, motor,cars, and higher

tspiratiOnsotiiteracy 'mean to-the future oftheirsocitties.--Even at the

universitY leVel.in-theAnited-States-pro§rammatiastudy of these issues is 1'40

(Kaplan; 1970b). Only a fewschools like the Uni4ersity of South Florida and,

the University Of,Michigan.have given. them some degree of focussed attealon._

-Movement toward controlling and reduding hours has most generally been

spearheaded'by.the labor movement. Collective bargainjng between union'add

managethint has usually been the process through which chapge has been initiated

and thedefinittons:of norms for the length and pattern of working time have

been established. Participation by yvvernment as the representatiVe of the larger

public interest has usually tome later, through-legislation and regulation; to

maintain a Oasoriable.balante=of power among -the principal parties, to improve

the bargaining,procesS, to protect the
.

public-interest, and to-convert emerging

normsAntostandards, and to apply them more broadly in sectors of the economy

where collective bargaining is weak, nonexistent, or inapplicable.

The more flexibile policy toward working hours that seems to be taking

shape ,affects all concerned -- public authorities, trade, unions, employers, and

social institutions. Each of these inclines toLapproach'policy changes from a

different standpoint. Not only are new positioni and problems generated, but

new roles, goals, and organizational structures come into being.

Many employers stand totenefit from a more'optimal utilization of time;-

space, and equipment. Certain employers see no benefits because production

schedule& appear to be optimized noW. Yet, even for these jobs there continue

to be pressures to reduce the lengtti.of the work week fromthe workers themselves,
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especially the younger workers, who may be more inclined than their parents to

take their share of progress in terms- of more free time (Zagoria, 1972).

Merely. .reducing .time of-exposure .to work that is basically unpleasant,

represents superficial treatment_of -sYmptomt--offering,a pacifier as pat Acea.

It may-brifitheir best interests for emplpyers to more fully explore,ways to

enhance fulfillment that the work itself affords. As Herzberg's research suggests,-

the actual work itself is the most potent determiner of satisfaction or dissatis-

faction (Herzberg, Mausner, & Stiiaerman, 190), As free time increases'and offers

a greater range of more OsYchOlogically'rewarding,adtimities,
there-May well be

an enhancement of the ;contrast between -woisk and leisure to increasing
advantage of Motivation- astoctated-witb.wOrk..

Greater .experimentation with more .

flexible working, hours may -al So 'be: in ;order to'redUce time -and, error in planning -

work ,schedUling-and tolrovide: better-guidelines to more optimally conciliate

the individual's and management goals Cotfort-and. attractivenest of the work-
ing environment" and compatibility with .colleagues may assume more value ,for

erfiplOyees as 'basic 'phisical need saiitfiers-ancreconomic security-become available
to more people. So, .it"maY make a .great deal of sense for employers to look for
ways to tailor their working- hour policies to-be more flekibli. For, if they can

improve the match between -the, individual's preferred and/Or peak efficiencY

pertods and. his time ori-the-job*,.theimay be able to increase satisfaction and

evel of, performance. Some- eMplbyers are serious aboUt doing these things, as our

earlier reviews of compacted scheduling, and Of flexi-time oe gliding work- time

have shown.

We have previously--piintd to indications -that further :work time reductions

-may net_be accompanied by increased productivity as much as in the-past. To ,the

extent .that working hours approach a stabilized- plateau, abs'olUte time at work it

removed as a variable available 'to influence motivation or as an item for

negotiation. Hence, Mere prominence may becdfie attached to such-matters as the

arrangement of working. hours.abd to-benefits that are' realized during leisure 0

hours.

That unlimited induitrial growth and more consUmer goods requirement

for the good life is being increasingly questioned.. If this attitude takes hold,

the inflUente of still another cannon incentive.may be lessened.
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If such prevailing assumptions become radically altgred, new incentives

may have to be invented to fit new life styles.

Changing Populations and Motivations

Because of the historical background ofIthe labor movement and its

philosophical underpinning, there is a tendency to'stereotype thinking in the

image of the blue-collar worker in trades and industries that have been most

Prominently the subject of collective bargaining by union an 'management and of

wages-and hours laws. By the end -of the century, the population curve for blue-

collft workers may follOw the pathfor'agricultural workers; "indeed, the entire

area of blue-collar work may,by then have-diminished so greatly hat the term

will lose its sociological meaning' as- -new categories, more appropriate to the

division-of theew labor force, are established" (Bell, 1972, p. 165). It is -

among the white-collar employees that unionization is currently' experiencing the

most rapid growth in business and government. Professional and technological

occupations are becoming open to organization for collective bargaining purposes,

often by,haying professional associations transformed to take on union-like

objectives and'functions.

. The nature of the working population is fir from homogeneous.. It is e-

cothing ever more'specia!ized and differentiated in the_types'Of work.perform d

and in the range of .tangible and psychological needs and'the values represen ed

among its membership (Dubin, 1972), including the membership 3f _labor organi ations.

Hence, the appeals, values, and techniques of motivation that guided management

and labor union leadership.in an earlier era are now subject to challenge inlioth

-constituencies. In-order to effectively appeal to membership with quite different

characteristics and backgrounds of experience, they need to ft-new situational

contexts. Greater diversity in the makeup of the society at large creates even

,greater complexity, and demands, that the adaptive capabilities of our social,

political, and economic institutions be designed to keep pace with continually

accelerating change.

A, large, bureaucratized organization; whether a part of government, business,

or labor, that is sluggish in its response to individual demands upon it, tends to

lose.fts credibility as an agent for personal and publ -id satisfaction., Such

bureaucracies tend to become alienated from their sources of membership support

and come to be lumped together as self-serving groups.
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When discussing_the parts that government, management and labor organiza-

tions play, the role of workers, not alone as members but as individual partici-

pants, cannot be neglected. Policies that directly or indirectly define the

participant role of individual employees caii be significant determinants of the

preferences expressed and the choice's made by them, and of_how effectively such

policies can be implemented. Imposed_ changes are likely to be received with more

resistance than those which people-feel they.had some role in shaping.

Examples'of difference are to be seen in the approaches taken by the AFL-

0I0 and the UAW to consideration of the 4/40 week. The leaders of the AFL-CIO

have expressed-adamant opposition based upon the views of the elected officer-,,

rooted in defense of the eight-hour day (U.S. Department of Labor, 1971). The

UAW took-the position, formalized in an agreement with the Chrysler Corporation,

__that it was willing to engage in-joint study of the possibility, with the proviso

that any "resulting proposal would have to be sanctioned by at least two- thirds

of the union mediers,at the outset and ,again at the end of a trial period. It

Was_felt that the potential changes in life patterns could be very profound.

Therefore, a one -time majority vote would be an unfair and insufficient commitment

to make a new plan work.

Most of the management initiated plans for the four-day week have sought

some degree of prior consultation with employees. However, as we have reported,

most such initiatives have occurred in relatively small organizational units en-,

gaged in office and light industrial work, in non-union establishments.
.

"A.satisfied need is not a motivator of behavior." Maslow made this' point

in his theoret ical-exposition
T-
of the "hierarchy of needs" ( laslow, 1964).. It

has significance here by pointing out that as basic requirements of food, clothing,

shelter, health, and safety are increasingly assured, the threats to survival

and security thafimpelled people to join together, as in labor unions, to gain

strength and security in the conflict with industi-ial power may now appear to be

diminished; though by no means is the milleniumLat,hand. Thus, adversary

relationships of labor and management as the primary means to improve the welfare

of the laboring man may come to have less relevance.

Technology continues to displace jobs where major physical stress is in-

volved. Physiological fatigue and accompanying performance decrement or safety

hazard have certainly not been erased, but now apply in a decreasing proport4on
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of situations. The professional and technical groups are becoming the central

ones in society (Bell, 1972, p. 172). Now, employees who are better educated,

are more likely than in the past to expect to reach pertonally fulfilling goals

through their work and leisure activity, and less likely to be dominated by

reactions to the threat of pain, discomfort, and insecurity. fFollowing Maslow's

model, as needs for security and safety are more nearly satisfied, the needs for

belongingness, esteem and self-actualization come increasingly to the fore as

motivator& of behavior.

New Patterns of Toles and Relationships for Social Institutions
.

,

'The evolution of modern management science will ultimately allow every

single individual-to be taken into full account in the evolution of social

planning." This potential and goal was ekpessed by Anthony WedgWood Benn,

when serving as=diltisti Mister of Technology (Schlesinger, 1971, p. 80).

-- Trends of relationships that may contribute to the realization of viable

policies and beneficial consequences for all parties concerned under foreseeable

changing circumstances, must focus upon increasing their ability to share a

common understanding of constructive goals, objectives, purposes, and values;

and of the Means to create an improved human-society. No doubt, an approach

whl:h features much greater individualization of aspiration and life management

may severely tax organized management and organized labor's ingenuity and

,adaptability. However, new tools are available to help with these problems.

So, for example, the computers used to coritroflogistics and' work processes in

the factory and the class assignments for schools have equA-potential for adding

flexibility to'scheduling of work assignmefits. That.is, just as hundreds of

options and-thousandt of choice combinations can be INA into an automobild on the

assembly line, so can programming now be accomplished that match people in a re-

source -pool with -known interests, abilities-, end time periods available to work,

-with the requirements of work to be accomplished over a great range of tasks and

time periodg.

Given this kind'of management. tool, new ideas such as those advanced by

-> Einar Mohn, Vice President of the Teamsters Union, at the White House Conference

on the "Industrial World Ahead," take on credibility (Man, 1972).
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Mohn makes the case that our institutions must change to accommodate more

sophisticated systems for continually reeducating people and for redesigning their

career plans; and they must change to accommodate the flexible scheduling modern

living-requires. Furthermore, his argument goes, there is nothing sacrosanct

about the 40-hour week whether completed-in-five or four or seven days; nor is

there anything inherently right or-wrong with a 42 or 46 or 60 hour week--or a

37, 32 or 10 hour week--as long as he taiiperform effectively on the job. Neither'

does there need to be an obligation that all one's work take place at one site.

All people do not have the same needs. Though both management and unions have

preferred the convenience of a 40-hour module,,,deviations which were difficult

to handle until the advent of the computer are now manageable.

So, he says, to use smaller modules in building schedules is to increase

the variety and useful range of work scheduling. In many industries two oribur

hour modules could be used, permitting-plant or office to operate four, five,

.six or seven days a week; and six, eight, ten, twelve, or twenty-four hours a day --

to make best use of plant, equipment, personnel and management resources--while

expanding options to permit a worker to fit his job time to his family, community,

and other personal needs and interests, and to alter thiA pattern at different

stages in life. By 1990, he forecasts, An a free enterprise system such modular

systems will come about.

Robert Kahn, in a paper commissioned by the "Work in America" task force,

has blueprinted a modular system to suffuse even lower-level jobs with the flexi-
.

bility of professional jobs.

He would break down the work day into units (modules) that
represent the smallest allocation of time on a given task
that is sufficient to be economically and psychologically
meaningful. Workers could allocate their time as they saw
fit--'workinga two hour module on one task, the next two hours
on another task, etc. The modules would provide variety and
a chance to learn other tasks. They would-also facilitate
the schedulinof one's work to meet personal needs (child
care, schooling) and would open up needed. part -time employ-
ment. One could also accumulate work credits in order to
earn a sabbatical.', Kahn posits that the benefits from the
experimeht might be the improved self-esteem, self-develop-
ment, and mental and-physical health of the worker, and
higher productivity for the organization. TO what extent
the costs of the experiment would reduce or-off-set the
gains could only be determined by trial, and evaluation.
(O'Toole et al., 1972, 97).
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. It is very difficult to legislate flexibility. As witness recent effort§

to amend restrictions built into federal and state wages and hours laws;*

to make possible new patterns of working time, and the long struggle that has

accompanied the constitutional amendment giving equal rights and obligations to

women. Laws and regulations more often tend to circumscribe than to:expand options

available to the individual. One role in which government can most immediately

take the lead is that which involves support of the research necessary to fill the

gaps in understanding: of how individuals, at different levels and in different

sectors of the'society, perceive and evaluate alternative choices for allotment

of their time and energies to paid work, to public service, to education, to

recreation, and to maintenance%activities0o how thegelperceptionsare generated

and modified in the course of life; and to how people can be better prepared to

make satisfying choices on an individual basis that still are consonant with the

goals and needs of society at large. This is an accustomed role for government

as the party responsible for the creation of general policy that newly emerging

problems require, and"that embrace the welfare of more than a single faction.

It would also appear that as more free time and flexible patterns of time utiliza-

tion decrease the dominance of work as a central factor in life and give more

opportunity for higher level needs to be fulfilled in nonwork activities, govern-

ments' role and influence in continuing education and recreational spheres will

grow. 'Despite difficulties, government will be challenged to develop new policy

instrumentalities that exert positive force-to make flexibility a working principle

in society.

If our educational systems, coordinated with the world of work, can genuinely

se-Fite as institutions for "lifetime learning," there is potential for increasing

flexibility, mobility and the psychological richness of lives several-fold.

The concept of continuous education has been very well expressed by

Herbert Striner (1972):

Individuals will look to an education as the key to
unlocking a continuously. interesting life experience....
Increasingly, individuals will begin to seek out the
means of moving from one type of work involvement to
another....In our inevitable move toward-alifetime
continuing education program, there is necessity for
complete subsidization-of the program, including
economic support to workers and their families, so that
they may live according to-conditions associated with
their normal economic situation even while in education
and training programs (pp. 8-9).
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Striner (1972) urges the establishment of a "National Economic Security Fund,"

somewhat like a system in effect in West Germany, integrated with existing un-

employment insurance funds, and supported by.modesi augmentation of contributions

to those funds. This fund would permit one percent of the labor force to be

engaged in the "self-renewal program" at any given point, for periods up to two

years. Using unemployment insurance funds only for payment of benefits to the

unemployed, he regards as archaic. Such a program, Striner points out, uld

accept the proposition that a nation:profits by providing the financial means

to encourage adults to pursue continuing education and training as the-means for

remaining eMployedOr moving into abetter paying,skill. Thus, we would provide

higher income tax payments instead of,higher costs of welfare or unemployement1
insurance; create'instead of waste human, resources; and motivate continuing

purposeful development instead of endless, costly,symptomatic treatment, too

little and too late; of stagnation;-demoralization and despair.

In a society of constant change, large numbers of
people who remain frozen in their value systems or
ways of seeing things become retardingorce in

-that society. Likewise, in, an economy which is
based upon technological changes, where the rate of
change is of importance, thewesence of a large
number of adults whose inadequate level of education
or training freezes them out of the new economy also
becomes a retarding force in the economy (p. vii).

Thus, both humanistic and vocationally oriented learning must be included

and all levels and classes_in the population must be provided for, as technological

change and free time grow-hand7in-hand. Striner's close observations of Denmark,,

France and West Germany, provide examplei of programs already in being in which

close collaboration exists between labor, management, government, and other

institutions to attain these ends: ,

For instance, as reCentlY, .:ported by the O.E.C.D., in France, new

legislation providesa right' to absence from work for the purpose of training,

and a governmental commission was appointed to examine new formulas for flexible

hours of work and other forms of time allocation. In Germany, government and

unions are discussing:provisions for educational leave and flexible retirement

It has been estimated that the cost of 500,000 workers participating per year
could be met by a 0.75% payroll tax (shared by employer and employee) on wages
up to $9,000, added to present unemployment insurance taxes (O'Toole, et al.;
1972, p. 104 .
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age. In Sweden, A Royal Commission has reported on financial arrangements for

a generalized system of recurrent educatiff-Nresponse to a trade-union proposal

for equalizationof educational opportunities for adult workers and former

participants in higher education. Educational leave is'also on the agenda of

the International Labor Office.

As adult education becomes a more complete and fully integrated,:component

of our learning systems,-one may expect some differences to take shape in the

earlier phases of edboation as.a consequence. At present, we maytend to overload.'

the young because-they are considered to be acquiring "supplies" for a lifetime

(Rasmussen,. 1970). As a consequente, requirements fo ucredentials9 tend to

mount. beyond what real 'changes in WOrk.demands.would seem to justify in many

instances (O'Toole, et al.,- 1972,.pp. 108-112). If, instead, we think in terms.-

Of.peribAic overhaul and replenishment, we face new opportunities for reducing '

the perishability of our educational.products;, foryeducinTunrealistioexpecta-

tions; for increasing relevance, motivation and fulfillment, and for reducing

people's sensations that they are forever the prisoners of their early history.

John Gardner's (1964) vision of, self-renewal then can be expanded to embrace the

multitude instead of the select few.

The impact of new patterns upon other social institutions probably can be

large and potentially beneficial. People who value self-actualizatidn tend to

gravitate towards.working upon society's problems. Thus, more time and more em-

phasis.may be-given to community projects. 'There maybe an upsurge in church

attendance and participation. There may be more people who will participate in

the education of their own children,, both through public and private-means. There

may be an opportunity for strengthening of family ties (Poor, 1970). Slit, while

-many jokes have been made on the subject, it is nonetheless true that if husband

and wife and other faMily members have less working time and have to spend more

waking time together, then proportionate effort probably needs to be given to .

learning to live together harmoniously, if that opportunity is to become reality.

Local governments may try to channel the energy, which some surveys

(Gallup, 1963) show, is waiting to be contributed by organizing task forces of

unpaid citizens who desire to use their talents forbetterment of their community.

In_recent years, volunteerism has been made an explicit part of national adAinis-.

tration prOgrams under both parties.
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It would seewthat local governments, social institutions, and even

employers should support policies that encourage training of people so that

they can volunteer their time and talents effectively (Mayo, 1963). Roweveis,

as volunteerism grows, the problems of managing voluntary, organizations become

not much 'different than for those who pay their workers. If other, personal.ful.-

fillmenViieeds are_not met, the volunteer'programt falter. Asa Matter of fact,

since participants are far less obliged to-Stay witha voluntary organization,

6-gremium is placed upon managerial talent that sustains interest and motivation

to wurk.
4

In the Maslow.hierarchy, belongingness, esteem and actualizatitn become

the predominant bases of motivation in such situatio.ls. It should be noted that

voluntary association groups -have frequentry.provided a channel for attaining

status and esteem not open to a.perion in his job. Entry and upwaid mobility were

more open because fewer formal eligibility prerequisites applied. The truck_

driver who can be a Boy'Scout leader climbs a few rungs on the ladder of status.

Labor unions and political parties are frequently pointed to as'examples. However,

with growth, such associations tend to become more bureaucratic ani their modus

operandi more professional. To the extent that this,happens, the rahge"of options

for participation and personal growth throUgh volunteer associations will be con- --

stricted--society will become that much less open. To be sure, more paid positions

come into bean in this way. But, if one equates increased opportunity to involve

one's self in a greater variety of participant roles in society with enrichment

of one's life, then one must urge that deliberate thought to be given to how to .

preserve and expand those opportunities as more people have more time.and inclina-

tion .to seek them out. ;

Influences of Flexible Patterns in the Labor Market

A frequent question is what might be the impact of new flexibility of

working-time upon stabilizing the labor market? Stability can-have several

meanings. The conventional one that is applied in this context refers to lack

of sharp fluctations in the level of employment and unemployment within an economic.

system. Here stability is not 'regarded as synounius with immobility (lack of

intrasystem movement of workers between employers).

Manpower policy can operate in conjunction -with more flexible work

schedules to help regularize production and employment,. It would seem that such
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flexibility would provide more potential for resilient adjustment to a moderate

range of growth and shrinkage of the job market, particularly of a local or

temporary sort.

The alternatives should be expanded beyond the dichotomy of work or

welfare. For example, special inducements might be offered when signs of slack

economy appeared for people to make use of free time for general education, or

for special training to equip them for better employment with their present .

employer,ur to facilitate transition toemployment of a different kind. or at

a different location. Such inducements might also be used to bring.about shifts

in the scheduling of time off to accommodate to variations in business without

net reductionof work and earnings. These inducements maybe mae effective under

certain conditions than others. For example, if th-ee days off were scheduled

in a work week,-ond day devoted to training might be.relatively attractive, be-

cause two free days would remain.

-
There is evidence that for many employers, a large dividend accrues to a

greater range of production, scheduling, work programming; and placement adjust-

ments (Poor, 1970, p. 31). This smoothing effect available to management should

contribute to less layoff:slow-downs, absenteeism, and work stoppages. Greater

flexibility within and between organizations also opens up the job market to

women who only desire to work when their children are at school, older individuals

.
who can,work efficiently only a few days a week or a feW hours a-day, and hand-

,.

capped workers who are constrained by such things as available transportation or

--fatigue. As mentioned,,tUrnover inefficiencies may be reduced, since the less

attractive jobs may-be more tolerable when they can be approached from a pattern

more optimal from the individual's point of view. In this regard, for example,

United Auto Workers official Nelson Jack Edwards has advocated that employees

be given the right to declare which days of the week they wish to work as a way

of reducing absenteeism and making possible better planning (Zagoria, 1972).

It has been projected that new job markets will be created as people who

have more time to engage in recreational
activities, education, and other leisure

time pursuits, create new demands for goods and services. For example, the

Department of Commerce reports that annually recreation now takes around $28

billion, or 6.2% of consumer expenditures,tand Peter J. Enderlin sees a 7% annual_

growth for leisure - related -goods and services in this decade
(Kaplan, 1971).

However, an increasing proprotion of the newly created jobs are in service
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occupations, which have relatively low potential for imprOVement in productivity

as compareeto manufacturing.' Consequently, in this trend there may be a

built-in brake upon the growth of the economy that ultimately sets a ceiling

upon the'increases in.leisure time that can be sustained by further net increases

in per capita productivity.

It has been pointed out that one effect of flexibility in working hours is

to allow more people to hold more jobs. Most statistical surveys in.the U.S.

,have indicated that about.5% Of the working force holds a second job (Moore &

Hedges, 1971, p.-7), but a recent-survey indicates that this value is now around 10%

im"tSeashore & Barnowe, 1971, p. 210). It hasbeen'suggested that the result of

more flexible'Wprking nours.will result in a "Moonlighting" rate of 20 to 25%,

which is the rate-WAkron, Ohio, where a six-hour, six-day shfft'has been used

for years in the rubber plants (Gfnsbergl Bergmann, 1957). One reaction is

to regard this as a positive effect, when one can assume enough jobi available'"

for people who want extra work (Sgmuelson, 1970, p. 8). And, from a self- fulfill=

merit standpoint, it seems that the'beit policy would be to regard it as a long-

range benefit. On the other hand, this can operate to reduce the number of people

who have jobs when jobs are scarce, unless some form of regulatory intervention

takes place. The advantages of better integration of policies among employers

to accommodate more flexible patterns that include More part-time and extra-time

work can be-more fully explored.
.

Joint planning by a groUp of employers in a given geographic area, perhaps

coordinated with unions and assisted by a government agency, could contribute

to employment stabiljlty. Pooled information about people who are seeking more

'work. and positions open to them, coul&be part of a clearinghouse operation on

a continuing basis. A private or public agency could perform that function:

The key feature-of this kind'of mechanism, that diWnguishes it from public

employment services and,the private agencies that specialize i,n providing part-

time help, is the positive planning aspect that would aim to optimize advantages
./ .

for employers and employees on a broader basis than could be provided within a

single firm. It might even prove to be desirable, for instance, to have more

_people employeChy,two or more firms on a permanent basis. For employers this

would be utefUl Particularly with special skills in short supply.. The individual,

in a combination of part-time jobs might find a set:of psychological satisfactiOns
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not available in any one job,_or_certain disadvantages of one position might be

compensated-6y the other position. Mohn's (1972) ideas about a two or four-hour

work module system offer intriguing possibilities here. Counseling could be

.improved, better intelligenCe on impending surpluses-and shortages could be'de-

veloped, common training requirements could be jointly served, and most generally,

manpowf:r utilization that takes into. account individual as well as employer and

community needs and preferences could be improved. Potential savings, exist from

reduction. of trial- and -error job hunting and hiring-, and duplication of efforts.

The-benefits for such coordinated activity are'likely to be greater for small and

moderate size businesses. The corporati6ns with large pools of personnel are more

self-sufficient. They can provide more varied opportunities and can. tap more

varied 'talents withintheir.own domain.

No doubt some anxiousness will be generated tWat his proposal would

increase the amount of needless movement. Perhaps some people would be tempted
-

to try out the machinery, particularly during early stages of-development. Now-

eVer, whin more openness of information and choice exists, personnel may be more

inclined to stay put once they find a comfortableifit, because there isless need

to actually move-in order to learn and=try out the alternatives that exist else-

where.

Certainly, this kind'of collective action is not without problems. The

essentials of .personnel management and industrial relations are unaltered, and

coordination among independent businesses adds.a dimension -v ;tress.: One example

that can be envisioned.would be the problem imposed in defining overtime. When,

a person works niore than the standard:day for one employer, it is clear that he

earns overtime; and when he "moonlights," doing the same Work-elsOwheee; he gets

only the standard pay rate. A:temptation may exist for employers to' make trade-
...

offs of people to save overtime. On.the other .hand, where a central clearinghouse

exists, serving a number of employers, the union may argue for overtime whenever

the cumulative total of work-:exceeds thestandard day or week, regardless of how

many employers are involved. Arcther problem that would have to be,dealt with

Would be'that of making pensions, vacation and other fringe benefits more com-

parable and transferable as vested rights and credits'of the individual.

The final impact of moonlighting upon the job market will depend upon a

host of lactors,many of whiCh will be directly tied to the economic state of

health at each point in time. However, from a long-range policy standpoint,. it
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does not appear sound to assume thatIgreater flexibility of working hours will

necessarily create a less stable labor market. "Much depends upon whether certain

predictions regarding the number of'peoplewho will adopt a self-actualization

value dUring the next 20 years is correct (Mitchell & Baird, 1969). Thesifore-

casts seemore people participating as consumers,' hUs keeping the goods and

services rising, while an increasing number. f:people are willing to trade earn:-

ings opportunities for free time. The net result would be that the number of

people who decide to take a second job or to work longer would be less than 'flight

be expected from extrapolations based upbn,our current ValUe systeM....

. Inferred tire is the projection that, on the average,those whose economic

needs are greatest will bemost likely to use available time to add to.liitome;

.but,that4those whose. earnings, savings and security benefits suffice to meet their

perceived needs will be less inclined to do so. It validated, this assumption

would see a long-term trend toward.an economic balance with less distinction

l
.

between "Ha!' and "poor," since the lower income group would rise to acceptable

:lift quality levelsi,while those who haVe attained a reasonable comfort and

security level will be less acquisitivelObtivated and would be competing less

for available jobs. This would represena reversal of historical-trends which

'show increasing gaps between "rich" and "poor," even as the average income level

increase?. This idealized model 'has much to recommend it as a g6i1, but, so far,

supporting empirical facts are missing.
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. Chapter VII

RESEARCH- NEEDED IN SUPPORT OF FUTURE POLICY AND PLANNING

'Within the several contexts under discussion, in the previous sections

of this report questions have been raised, without much elaboratiOn, and gaps in-

knowledge, information, and theory have been pointed out.

'NOW we will" wve toward,ffibirefully articulatinowhat, at this juncture,.

'aPpear 'to-be the:most essential ?..e4:;LLs or research required -in order to support

tbe:deveTbrinentlOf'Plant-andiOnItciiOn.the more impcietantleoblem areas that

Piave been identified: -We Willintradithe consideration -of these matters with

discussions of Some generil issuei Of coordination and-perspective, and then

present ideas for specific research.'

'Ilecestary-CooeditiatiOn of.Measuret atVariout-Levels

The goals of which -we speak, involving increased flexibility and better use

of work and free time, aee"still a-coniiderible distance from extensive realiza-

tion, even in the adVanced'indnstrial,iiatiOnt.' But. the direction for movement_can

be seen fairly clearly. 'In some countries, approximations of useful models do ,

already exist. Within the*ntext-of a free societY;Ananagement, labor and govern-
.

ment are jointly,engaged in. continual analysis, eyalilatioK, and planning that

encompass values and objectives for a.broad spectrum of We activities. The re-

quirements for a-cOncerted'approach become ever more obvious.

7

Examination of the quality of working life has
not been fashionable Over the past twenty-five"
years. Instead, we'have been preoccupied with
the mirage of leisuee and,the bogey o' tech-
nology. -UnfortUnately,. the problems confronting
society do pt. follow intellectual fashion.
Confronting us is the need to accept, as-a
national -goal, kith and private responsi-

i . . -

for the quality of working life in all
of productive society, particularly in faCing
the transition into the post-tndotrial era, if
we are to develop useful social' pOlity in the
U.S. and devise workable responses to problems
(Davis', 1972).. -.



Jlot only do we face a need formproVed data and methoAs of research and

analysis; we must also re-examine many long accepted*emiset. -Our-frame of-

referencehAs toshift froMa.rather narrow. concentration upon conditions of em-

ployment to Ine,moie global perspective embracing, the qUalpy...of life. Such a

shift'multipliesthe number of variables with which we'have to le concerned and

the complexity of the interactions that-enter into attempt's to define the problems '

overall;. and then to subdivide and organiie attacks upon these problems in

that permieus to cope with them in the formulition of meaningful and Workable

plans and policies.

Changes that are instttuted in the pattern of,workand,leisure,lq0iraye.

-9rfat!impact.upon,.and are_geeatly_affected
-by,.,othee-major developments in the.

worlirieound-ut., MA,0- eximOies.have.alrea0-beentated. A feW may be singled

out hererfor special mention.

Thepremise_to which on,,, subscribes with regard to.a nation's ability =to'

provide employment opportunity does, of course, strongly influence one's attitudes

toward the variety of patterns-of work and free time. -One-point Of view is re-

flected by Samuelson (1970), who says:

..,..there i,s no need to reclqcethe work -week

--Merely in order to AvOicimait unemployment:

,The- time when there was only
of work to do is past. Modern KnOwledge of fiscal

ancrmohetaey policy can end for all time the

ancient scourge. of depreSsion and'chronic .unem..;

ployment (p. 8). _

The more traditional view, with many adherents still sees opportunities

for employment as being relatively fixed at any giVen time. In this view, re-

duction,of working hours, s One means to create-more jobi; and overtime and multi-

pleJO holding that provides' benefits to some Ott* expenseof other workers,

lfould.be discouraged. It is,also argued.that.dislocationS have local and-imme-

ate impaCtUpon individuals, which tend to be neglected whin policies are keyed

to economic manipulations eMploying,a statistical criterion for amore general

and longer term evaluation:

The weight given to these alternAthe views in the 'formulation of policy,

quite naturally, will have a pervasive. effect upon the rate, direction and.magni-

tude of change of work and leisure patterns.
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Cross-Sectional Perspective. Among citizens of industrialized nations

(and among the educated segments of less advantaged nations that aspire to bene-

fit from greater industrializationthere is a radically increasing awareness and

concern regarding the threat to quality of life, if not survival, imposed by

contamination of the environment-and the upset of ecological balances. This is

reflected in pressures for expansion of social and legal controls into geographical

and human behavior'areas that hitherto have been largely ignored.

The traditional model of ever-increasing material growth as the route to

continuing improvement of ihequality-orlife has been subject to reexamination,

and arguments for a-switch--to a steady-state economy model for the most developed

countries. are-being more frequently heard (Meadows, Meadows, Randers & Behrens,

1972. Of course, one way that total output can be controlled is to offset pro-

- ductivity increases to a planned degree by reduction of total time individuals

devote to working during a lifetime. -

It is not unreasonable to-expect that increasing regulation of productive

enterprise and work activity that has been true in the past, in the future will

be accompanied by comparable increases in control of non-work or leisure time

activities. Nor can We overlook population increase as an overlay that complicates

all movement toward greater flexibility in the organization of woreand leisure,

f'
and toward making more hoices in life management and style available to the

i

individual. Indeed, ne perpective for looking at the questions of use of free

time is to view them as related aspects of population issues--population size,

density, distribution, growth rate, and flow.

Changes in population policy can also be expected to change the composition

of the population in'several ways that will influence work and leisure patterns.

For instance, changes in age distribution will alter the present capabilities and

interest for different types of work and leisure.

Likewise, as_changes are made that involve new. patterns and a greater

variety of combinations of sets of working hours and work weeks in business and

industry, the success of such experiments will be heavily dependent upon accompany-

ing changes, to more adequately cover more days of the week and more hours of the

day, in the schedules of mass transportation, government services, retail stores,

protective services, entertainment, cultural affairs, schools, athletic facilities

churches, et al. Under these circumstances, progressively greater proportions
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of the working. force will be thus engaged and considerable adjustment will have

to take place. It may come to pass'that the pressure of increased population,

particularly as it converges upon urban centers, will ultimately dictate such

realignment in order to accommodate the burden as society seeks to make more*
efficient use of the space and facilities it has available. As we seek to make

specific plant for greatest benefit through constructive design of new patterns

of work and leisure, we come face-to-face with a great many interdependencies that

require delicately balanced and tuned policies.

The effect of transportation conditions is one that is relatively simple

to contemplate. The time necessary to travel between home and work and back

again reduces the amount of free time available. A concomitant of the increase

in affluence and standard of living has been the movement of people further from

the work site in search of more attractive living conditions. Theoretically,

accompanying the progressive decline in average hours of work there should have

been more hours available during which increased disposable income could be

channeled into leisure activities.- We know that the increased length and con-

gestion of transportation channels has eroded these gains very seriously. Con-

sequently, many organizations (unions especially) view with misgivings experiments

that include a ten-hour day in a four-day week, because for one reason, on a

,"portal -to- portal" basis, 12 or more hours away from home places a heavy physical

and psychological burden upon the worker, as well as severely limiting the

possibility of interaction during the work week with family and friends. Whether

this. handicap can be offset by reducing weekly travel time by 20% and by the

longer unbroken periods of time off, we do not know yet.- Nor is it predictable

yet whether this might be counterbalanced by more-urban sprawl because more

people would choose to live further away from their work. As a reaction to con-

gestion in living space and on the road, public planning and initiatives of

business firms are pushing to stagger schedules; to disperse offices and factories;

and to bring the workers,and work place closer together in new, less concentrated,

more attractive settings. Another element that has come into the picture is
J

represented by the suggestion that emerged in Boston recently that a four-day week

/ be:instituted in order to cut down pollutants from evtomobiles.

*A collateral benefit of more flexible scheduling of time of work and leisure

around the clock and throughout the year could be redUetion of costs of con-

gestion to consumers, such as premium costs of entertainment on weekends and

vacations at peak seasons.
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Mass transit is now being incorporated into planning in a deliberate

attempt to recapture social initiatives that for so long have been overwhelmed

by the pell-mell sweep of the automobile. in the San Francisco area, BART was

unveiled in September 1972, as this country's first new rapid transit system in

65 years. '4ashington is looking for its METRO to start operation in another

couple of. years. And other metropolises wait to learn how life can be affected

by these developments.

Even more complicated are the problems posed by the conflicting schedules

within family and friendship groupt", and with the availability of educational,

business, and recreational facilities. The most obvious problem is that, unless

adjustments occur simultaneous-FY, in the economic and societal sector in which

individuals function to provide goods and services when they are needed to people

who are working on various schedules, the individual who is not working in "prime

time" becomes a member of a disadvantaged minority.

Another problem linked with greater flexibility of scheduling during night-

time, as well as daytime, is well known to those who have been engaged in shift-

work. If a rotation plan requires frequent reassignment of schedules, physio-

logical and psychological readjustment and performance decrement may not be trival

problems (Kleitman, 1967, p. 316). In each instance, there needs to be developed

a decision as to whether a rotating shift or a relatively fixed shift assignment

is best.

Along with increasing comolexibility of patterns of working time, it seems

fairly safe to predict that there will be more freedom of movement in employment.

As people are given more chdices in how they distribute the days and hours devoted

to work and leisure, a psychological climate is likely to be created that also

supports greater freedom of choice and change regarding ,what kind of work a per-

son wants to do, as well as where and for whom he wants to work. One current

estimate is that individuals now in the American work force average 12 different

jobs during their work life (Bosserman, 1971). If our hypothesis holds, then

greater mobility can be expected, except as restricted by structural factors.

Political pressures to reduce existing hindrances will probably develop.

Inadequate individual vesting rights in private pension plans represents

one such hindrance. In the U.S., fewer than one in 10 workers who change employers

before their official retirement age actually get pension credits from their for-

mer employers -(Porter, 1972).
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An original rationale for private pensions, from the employer's point of

view, was that in return for contributing to long-term security of employees

he would reduce turnover, and benefit from a more stabilized, skilled and ex-

perienced manpower pool. Mobility was not a good thing from that standpoint.

But now, less people are willing to accept that to insure security you must

surrender mobility. More people have come to regard freedom to change jobs,

upgrade skills, and switch from an unsatifactory to a more rewarding position,

as a key to individual well-being (Porter, 1972).

Pressures for "portable pensions" mount and g,!rnment intervention can be

expected to effect the change to convertibility among private pension plans that

usually exists in government-run social security programs (Striner,'1967, p. 3).

Other examples of related issues have been mentioned earlier that apply to

vacation and other fringe benefits.

Even these few samples are sufficient to show the necessity for coordination

at various levels and the challenge to creative thinking that confronts policy-

makers.

Certainly, the choices are not clear-cut. How much individual autonomy can c'

the social and economic system accept? There are undoubtedly limits to what the

system can assimilate with regard to flexibility of schedules, diversity of

values and life-styles and independent functioning in a self-actualizing mode.

Such questions as these require that the structural and psychological character-

istics affecting choices across the whole range of rigid and flexible systems be

better understood.

A recurrent dilemma that looms is that greater flexibility of working time

greater avaigabilitrof free time, and increased mobility may have a built-in

requirement that social-political systems develop means for greater control of

free time activities in order that the benefits may be equitably shared by those

who are supposed to-have increased their access to them.

An example of the problem that is already with us, in the United States,

was the recent announcement of two major innovations in an attempt to curb over-

crowding in the country's national parks--a computer reservation system for camp

sites and a permit system for hikers desiring to go into wilderness areas

(The Evening Star, Washington, D. C., March 2, 1972).
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Daniel Bell puts this in the larger context:

A post-industrial society...is increasingly a
communal society wherein public mechanisms rather
than the market become the allocators of goods- -

and public choice,rather than individual demand,
becomes the arbiter of services. A communal society
by its very nature multiplies the definition of
rights--the,rights of children, of students, of the
poor, of minorities--and translates them into claims
of the community. The rise of externalities--the
effects of private actions on the commonweal--turns
clear air, clean water, and mass transit into public
issues and increases the need for social regulations
and controls. The demand for higher education and
better health necessarily expands greatly the role
of government as funder and setter of standards.
The need for amenities, the cry for a better quality
of life, brings government into the arena of environ-
ment, recreation, and culture (Bell, 1972, p. 196).

Longitudinal Perspective. Significant changes in social, economic, political,

and individual behavior patterns and values can be expected to materialize over

time as a result of substantial structural changes in working time and related

activities. Preparation for these eventualities requires the incorporation of

the long view in policy development. While some factors in the picture are al-

ready quite clearly visible, others are quite amorphous. Long-range planning

needs to make provIsion for assimilating such factors as they emerge. Continuing

information input and feedback is essential.

Most efforts to measure the impact of changed patterns of work upon the

work force appear to have been rather informal and after the fact. If we are

to better evaluate the specific effects of specific changes made to induce greater

flexibility and freedom of individual choice, to improve organizational effective-

ness, and to better understand underlying dynamics, then more systematic and

reliable measurement must be instituted. "After" measures are not enough.

"Before" measures are needed for comparison. Retrospective responses--recon-

. struction of past observations, beliefs and attitudes--are highly fallible and

seldom offer a convincing substitute. At present, we have very little reliable

data on how individuals and organizations would order preferences among choices

and schedules of work and free time activities, and what trade-offs would be

most and least accepted.

An example of issues that may arise is reflected in the unpublished study

of the United Steelworkers (1967) members the upper half of the seniority
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list who get 13 weeks of extra paid vacation every five years under their contract

with U. S. .el. Favorable attitudes predominantly characterized those who had

taken extended vacations (EV), and those who would shortly become eligible to do

so. Yet, the majority said that they would rather apply the cost of EV toward

some other benefit. Most of these wanted more flexibility in using the free time

allowed; to be able to trade-off for more vacation time yally, earlier retire-

ment or other such options. If our society does, indeed, come to accept the

proposition stated earlier, that we should make it possible for people "to choose

more freely the form that the time off should take and the uses to which it can

be out," we see that practical implementation necessitates better information and

more sophisticated analyses than are yet available.

Enough time needs to be allowed for new patterns to take shape when evalua-

ting outcomes. Furthermore, those engaged in the early experiments are literally

out-of-step with the majority, which may often result in extremes of either

positive or negative "halo effect."

As for example, we have already mentioned experiments -with new forms of the

work week in which immediate enthusiasm of employees may be more a matter of

novelty than substance. On the other hand, there was the experience at the John

Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company, where most of the employees involved liked

the new arrangement, with the result that even though explicit notice was given

in, the beginning that the experiment was to run only three months, it was difficult

for the managers of the experimental groups, some of whom may have had reser-

vations, to resist the pressure to continue the new schedule for a longer period

(Janetos. 1972).

Furthermore, the effects of increasing the length of weekends on individual

and family life may not become fully evident for years, because in the beginning,

old habits, knowledge and values will predominate and individuals affected are

not likely to quickly alter their life-styles. In fact, the new adjustments

called for may cause disaffection during the transition period. Again, an example

is found in the case of the steelworkers just cited. Comparison of those

shortly before actually experiencing an extended vacation with those

sampled after they had completed an EV, showed that the actual experience of an

EV significantly improved a person's attitude toward increased leisure (United

Steelworkers, 1967). This would seem to indicate that until people are actually

exposed to situations in which more free time is put at their disposal, they will
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have difficulty in anticipating and evaluating the uses to which it may be put.

Beforehand, in a condition of ambiguity they may be cautious or even antagonistic.

But after people gain experience and confidence in the use of free time (e.g.,

extended vacations at various seasons, adult education) value changes will occur

(Kaplan, 1970b).

Probing deeply to provide a cosmic illustration of the challengeswhich

may be ahead that require a long-term perspective, one can build upon a futurist

scenario from Kahn and Wiener (1967). We advance these propositions: (a) more

and more production is automated; (b) more means are developed to reduce hard

work and simplify most remaining individual activities; (c) products and living

accommodations are designed to have extended durability or economical disposability

and replacement characteristics--increasingly service free; (d) communication

facilities (e.g., radio, telephone, TV) make it possiblefor most business trans-

actions to be handled remotely (e.g., retail purchases, banking); (e) a "good"

standard of living is guaranteed everyone, including all kinds of non-workers;

(f) free time is increased substantially for most people, but not much, if any,

for managers and professionals.

Then, those who do stimulating work, and spend more time at it, relatively

few in numbers, may become an elite group. People may vie to become "workers;"

because they are the one's engaged in activities that cannot be programmed.

The "leisure class" is then at the lower end of the social scale--a radical in-

version in the class structure is brought about by change in cultural conditioning

and the values accorded work and leisure factors-- polarity is reversed from

Veblen's (1954) leisure class model.

As a game between persons, social life becomes
more difficult because political claims and social
rights multiply, the rapidity of social change and
shifting cultural fashion bewi'ders the old, and the
orientation to the future erodes the traditional
guides and moralities of the past. Information be-
comes a central resource, and within organizations
a source of power. Professionalism thus becomes
a criterion of position, but also clashes with the
populism that is generated by the claims for more
rights and greater participation in the society.
If the struggle between capitalist and wrf.'er, in
the locus of the factory, was the hallmark of indus-
trial society; the clash between the professional
and the populace, in the organization and in the
community, is the hallmark of conflict in the post-
industrial society (Bell, 1972, p. 167).
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The spectre is simplified to be sure, and hence exaggerated, but it does

pose the challenge to society to take an active rather than passive stance in

shaping policies that create new ways to add meaning, purpose, and fulfillment

to people's lives.

The answer does not lie solely in increasing the availability of consumer

goods, though their incentive value is at present high for the majority. With

mounting security and affluence, one can hypothesize a decline in the incentive

value of consumer goods. "Is it worth it?" becomes a more frequent attitude.

This is seen now in the discontent of middle and upper class youth. They have

it made," but are increasingly aimless: As a new generation of better educated

young people populates the scene, a very different psychology and new kinds of

demands about the character of work are likely to emerge (Bell, 1972, p. 176).

Though as yet the ultimate form is unclear, if their opportunities for participa-

tion do not match the level of their preparation and aspiration, their alienation

may have socially costly consequences.

Until basic policy choices are made and the socio-economic system becomes

restabilized in whatever new basic modes come to prevail, it is possible that

many innovations with worthwhile potential may be discarded because they are

evaluated in narrow perspectives against short-term criteria and not in terms of

the longer-term model of broad scope. Of course, this assumes that policy-makers

are willing and able, or can learn how to assume the future with sufficient con-

fidence to at least define gross specifications of a model toward which to work,

to assess the merits of a multiplicity of competing demands, and to make necessary

choices and set priorities. Certainly, the task becomes no easier with the

passage of time.

Research Needs

The further we have pursued our explorations, the more it has become

evident that the question production curve is accelerating more rapidly than the

answer production curve. The gaps in our information are large. The burden of

research to fill them is formidable. For example, though social scientists

have for many years been measuring and conceptualizing job satisfaction, involve-

ment, meaning, variety, monotony, physiological and psychological demands, work-

pacing,cohesiveness, isolation, alienation, communication, openness, and work

roles and experiences, to name a few, until recently no aspect of work as it is
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experienced and responded to by the worker has been measured on a representative

and recurring basis (Kahn, 1972, p. 169). A significant exception is the

National Longitudinal Surveys, conducted by the Ohio State University's Center

for Human Resources Research (in collaboration with the Census Bureau) under

contract with the Manpower Administration of the Labor Department. Begun in 1966

and now nearing completion, it encompassed four age-sex groups of workers, from

sample areas representing all states and the District of Columbia, who were

periodically interviewed over the course of five years with regard to a wide

range of labor market behavior and experience in the world of work bearing upon

manpower policy (Parnes, 1972).

Time utilization base data. Any c:nsideration of changes in the ways that

people use their time, of course, must begin with obtaining behavioral data about

what people actually do with their time now,to establish base measurements. This

will be cross-sectional data for some defined period that describes the current

status at a given time. When provision is made for repeated measurement across

time periods, the usefulness of such information is increased tremendously by

giving it dynamic rather than static qualities that transform it from a simple

description of condition to a resource with far greater exploratory, explanatory

and action potential.. Then longitudinal data become available to compare activities

and patterns of activities, to describe changes, to infer dependencies, and in

some instances to make forecast estimates. If we are to do more than engage in

post hoc improvisations to accommodate to crises as they arise; if we are tc

anticipate and plan for change on a scale that can take into account the numbers

and interactions of variables required to make planning and policies meaningful

and effective, then more adequate provisions must be made to obtain additional

cross-sectional and longitudinal data on time utilization. Fortunately, we now

have computer resources available that make it possible to conduct the extensive

analyses required to meaningfully interpret the information, that even a genera-

tion ago was denied to us because the burdens of analysis were too great.

Activity data essentially constitute dependent variables. They by and large

constitute the behavioral outcomes of choice processes by the people involved- -

the sets of action choices selected by individuals from among those that they have

the knowledge, power, resources, and discretion to exercise. To complete the

picture, in addition to activity data, we need to find out more about the

independent variables--the influences determining attitudes, beliefs, knowledge
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values that establish preferences for one set of alternatives rather than

others.

In this context, we should note that development of preference and

exercise of choice with regard to time utilization represents a special case

of resource allocation. Time budgets have no income side. Time is inelastic,

non-renewable, irreversible--a fixed resource. Its expenditure cannot be held

in reserve. All of its pieces must be continuously assigned as they become

available. Consequently, the process of decision-making in employment of time

is perceptually akin to a series of "forced cnoic&.." It is a demanding process

in terms of human adjustment, particulary in a t4*-bound culture such as ours.

Time budgets. Traditional time-budget studies take account mostly of one

attribute of activity--duration. They rarely have been continuing over any con-

siderable length of time. They lack sufficient depth for more penetrating analysis

of social behavior. The timing aspects of the whole course of daily life have

been rarely reviewed in context (Szalai, 1971). A larger compass is a necessity

for comprehensive study of patterns and implications of changing schedules of work

and free time, that tell us who (what kind of person) does what (paid work, house-

work, personal care, family tasks, rest, recreation, etc.), what else simultane-

ously, for how long, how often, at what time, in what order, where, and with

whom; on a daily, weekly, monthly, yearly, lifetime basis; from the "cradle to

the grave" (or at least during substantial time segments). We need to be able

to cumulate such information to see how, with the passage of time, for the

individual and for the society, these patterns are altered.

From the Multinational Comparative Time-Budget Research Project (Szalai,

1971), we can adopt general objectives for a systematic effort to certain and

analyze these facts on a continuing basis, i.e.:
....

a. To study and to compare for different populations, variations and

temporal distribution of human activities, subjected in varying degrees to differ-

ent kinds of influences;

b. To develop methods and standards for the collection and evaluation of

data pertinent to temporal and other dimensions of everyday activity relevant

to the organization of working life and for establishment of conditions for the

creative enjoyment of leisure;

c. To establish a body of data, and a clearinghouse for accumulation and

dissemination, on characteristics of everyday life under different socio-economic
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and cultural conditions which could serve as the basis for testing various

methods and hypotheses of comparative research;

d. To promote cooperation, standardization of techniques, and the exchange

of information among those who have a common concern with related problems,

policie's, research and evaluation.

A few examples can be given of current issues that might be illuminated

if such data were readily available on a continuing basis. We know from gross

data that the proportion of the female population in the work force in general,

and married women in particular, has markedly increased in recent years. Bu

those involved in the design of manpower policies and programs have been handl-

L.apped by the dearth of generalizable data dealing with such questions as:

What are the characteristics of the subpopulations and the other determinants of

the flow of women into and out of the work force and back again; what is the timing;

and what are the concommitant variations in their own patterns of activities, and

of the others with whom they interact significantly. Weould also use, for

similar purposes, better information affecting the employment of the elderly and

the handicapped. In like fashion, we have been able to recognize gross patterns

of change in the activities of college age young people, but college administrators

and educational policy makers in government have often been caught by surprise by

sudden shifts in quantity and direction of student flow. Thus, confronted by a

"zero draft" condition in the military sector, we find great uncertainties in

policy circles as to both short and long term implications, Lain on and off campus.

Looking ahead, periodic accumulation of facts on activity patterns will per-
_

mit us to answer questions about how roles and activity patterns change as the

amount of individually disposable time increases. Do churches, clubs, community

projects,'or political activities gain or lose participants? Are parents engaged

more irikthe education of their own children? How are the role and responsibilities

of husband and wife reassorted? Is there more simultaneity of work and schodling?

Are friendship patterns altered? What are the trends in part-time and multiple

job holding? How is the incidence of self-initiated job change and residential

mobility affected?
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It might be useful here to sketch out one example of a type of study of

this sort that could be conducted. Let us take for this illustration the re-

search queftion: How do changes to different work schedules interact with the

changes in the ways that people use time on and off the job? This illustration

is schematically represented by Figure 6.

What we have here is a longitudinal study of changes that take place during
-

the transition to a new work schedule pattern. Our schematic example shows six

patterns. To keep it simple, we will assume the same total number of hours per

week for all six patterns. The first column represents a five-day week with a

fixed schedule; the second column represents a five-day week with a flexible

schedule (flexi-time); and the remaining columns represent four-day and three-day

work weeks with fixed and flexi-time alternatives. The first column is, of

course, the "no change" or "control" condition; the others constitute the experi-

mental conditions.

The target populations for this hypothetical study would come from organi-

zational units from cooperating companies or government agencies. As represented

here, data would be obtained after several periods following the inception of the

experimental change (six are shown in the example). The data could include, as

illustrated, information regarding various descriptive aspects of the activities

in which the sample populations engaged during four categroies of time; i.e.,

working hours, non-working hours on work days, non-working days in working weeks

(e.g., week-ends), and vacations. The activities data in the boxes could be

categorized on and off the job as. to duration, sequence, type, and quality.

Further subdivision or expansion of analysis is obviously possible to con-

ceive. Thus, "quality" can be further subdivided tn terms of various individual

and organizational performance variables at work. Indices of quality of free

time activities can be developed. Satisfaction measures of various types are

examples of a kind of quality index applicable to work and non-work situations.

The variety of comparative analyses represented in the Figure 6 diagram, can be

augmented by expanding the experimental sample of organization units and the

populations in them to take account of such factors as sizi. of company, union-

ization status, nature of product or service, transportation facilities, popula-

tion density, and so forth.
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It is not our purpose to provide an illustration that is all encompassing,

or to undertake consideration,of limits of feasibility. We can only offer this

as a demonstration of a generalized approach.

It is, however,

said before, that as m

people's time, it is qui

and better coordination

sorts multiply.

Prefirence surveys. It m

reasonably clear from this schematic example, as has been

re flexibility comet to characterize the disposition of

e certain that the need fckc more and better information

o its use-waligecortemore pressing as questions of these

ht very well be useful on an industry-wide,

regional, or national basis to also conduct a continuing series of surveys of the

"consumers" of time, covering the kinds of alternative choice preferences in work

and free-time schedules and activities with which we have been dealing. "Barometric"

readings over time could be useful measures of impact and effectiveness, descript-

ion of current condition, sensors of stress and problems; bases for forecasting,

developing perspective and formulating theory; and as guides to policy and

practice. That such= information can be reliable and practically useful is well

documented by Katona's periodic surveys of consumer intentions emanating from

the University of Michigan,

Of course, because there are practical limitations and because extensive

and repeated samplings are not necessary in every case in order to obtain useful

results, there will continue to be.need for many smaller scale survey studies.

Whate r the scope and scale of research to be employed, it is 'easy to offer

some samples f the types of questions that might be worthwhile to address.

4, -
One se of questions that is obviously of direct interest concerns people's

preferences expressed for_free-time activities, and the combinations and trade-

offs that they consider to be most acceptable, when available, from among such

alternatives as additional paid work versus education (vocationally and non-

vocationally oriented), or recreation, or cultural activities, or family, friend

and home-centered activities, or voluntary public and social service work; day

versus night work; shorter work days versus longer vacations, more days off per

week, more days off per month, or earlier retirement; and close-in residence

versus longer travel to preferred location. Relevant comparisons would be based

upon demographic variables such as age, educational level, socio - economic status,

sex, marital status, number of dependents, occupation, type of business, industry
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or profession in which employed, geographical location and the like. No doubt

it would also be desirable to make comparisons to establish "what constitutes a

benefit" and what are the relative Values assigned to them by employees in differ-

ent categories, as well as in various leadership groups such as employers, labor

union officials, public officials, educators, and so forth. Linked to this might

be studies of the changing attitudes of business and labor leaders toward getting

involved in "off-site" activities and the attitudes of employees toward having

them involved. . .

Administrative experiments. Having given some indications of the research

data needs that can be derived from general surveys of activities and preferences.

we now consider studies that are more closely connected with the institution of

new schedules of work: Introductions of three and four-day work weeks, like

those we have included in our earlier discussions, represent examples cf.recent

vintage. A few of these have included attempts to obtain data and carry out

analyses of the effects of the introduction of these chaiiges upoh the employees

and the employing organizations. Larger numbers of these, carried out more

thoroughly with better controls and more carefully articulated objectilies and

hypotheses,would certainly add to the store of knowledge necessarito guide future
. ,

developments. A research effort in which a number of o'rgani'zation units joined in

a coordinated programmatic approach would be an appealing prospect. Though re-

search projeCts-in an actual work setting must be subject to'praciical constraints,

it is felt that given the acceptance of the importance bf the issues inOlved-that

already exists in certain labor and management circles, interest and ingenuity can

be exploited to design:theoretically and practiCally useful' projects.' Here we

will volunteer one plan of attack. There are, ofourse, others.... -

The first step would need to be the identification of organizations prepared

to make at least.a tentative commitment to cooperate in the project. To provide

an initial basis for discussion and generation of interest.among prospective

collaborating organizations, material could be drawn from report, augmented

by others, such as James Wilson's (1971) study of attitudes toward the four-day

week, cited earlier,'a pilot study of productivity effects in 'Aght companies

experimenting with revised work schedules being conducted by Sol Swerdloff^for the

Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the proposals of Einar Mohn (1972), of the

International Brotherhood of Teamsters, to increase the potentialities for flexi-

bility by creating two or four hour work schedule modules:
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If possible, different types of organizational units should be involved- -

e.g., one or more of a largely administrative type 1ith little interface with

"people consumers;" another. type that is largely administrative with considerable

"people consumer" interface; another that is primarily in fabrication and assembly,

another that is an around-the-clock-primarily service operation (like a hospital

or police department), etc. Government agencies could be used in some of these

categories, and might be a convenient group to start with. A desideratum would

be that the participating organization contains a number_ of similar units so that

"experimental" and "control". -unit data could be compared.

After initial contacts and preliminary work with the tentative cooperators,

those which met the seleCtion criteria developed and that were willing to make

a firm commitment would constitute the final sample.

Conferences and interviews, first with the tentative group, and then more

intensively with the finalists would be held, including key management and ern:

ployee representation,,to expand and refine knowledge applicable to the specific

situational contexts and the chosen project areas, and to generate, define and

refine, hypotheses and research plans.

The implementing research plan would probably include an organizational

systems analysis; interviews and conferences across the levels and types-a

managers and employees represented in the experimental organizational unit to

obtain factual information;as well as attitudes or opinions bearing upon a

variety of work schedules and related activity patterns, problems and promises.

Among the kinds of factors included might be employee preferences, management

preferences; constraints inherent in the nature of the goals and of the product:

and/or services provided; consumer/customer preferences; and anticipated

peripheral effects (i.e., not directly concerned with production of goods or

services in the work setting) on employees, management personnel, consumers,

customers, public services, etc. A plan for analysis of data would also be in-

cluded in the plan.

The results would be reported with special attention to the following:

a. Suggested alternatives for change that appear most relevant and

appropriate for consideration by each participating organization, accompanied

by information available to use in the decision-making process, such as, ad-

vantages and disadvantages of each alternative and the possibilities for trade-

off, organizational state of readiness for change, decisions that have to be
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made, implementing actions that have to be taken, and requirements for additional

information or further study;

b. A plan for evaluation of the program adopted and/or of the actually

implemented changes, keyed to a, for each organization;

c. Generalizations across the 'several organizations, and by extrapola-

tion to the "world at large," with regard to theoretical 'models and hypotheses

needed for further research, and practical guidelines that others might be able

to use (based upon what we "know") to make their own analyses, plans for change,

evaluations and deciiions.

The final phase of this proposed project would involve moving ahead with

implementation of change's and with further research and evaluation, according

to agreed upon plans, that meet the needs of the specific organization, but which

would also incorporate in the design a conceptual scheme that permits testing

models and hypotheses that can be generalized beyond the limits of a single

organization.

Taxonomy and criterion development. Applicable to the kinds of studies

shown here,and others covering a broad front or continuing in duration,is an

extensive set of problems of measurement and comparability. Past studies in this

domain have been limited in their generalizability because they-have had limited

objectives and haYe coined definitions of variables and have contrived methods

of sampling, data)elicitation and measurement that have been correspondingly

limited. Thus, with regard to studies of allocation of time to activities,

Robinson and Converse (1972, p. 21) estimate that perhaps a half-dozen studies

scattered over the past 35 years were sufficiently vigorous and multipurpose in

nature to be of much general interest; and even these were replete with methodo-

logical defects and incomparabilities.

Likewise, as Bauer and Fenn (1972; 1973) and others point out, efforts to

audit the effects of introducting changes in work time scheduling are beset with

confusion of methods; uncertainty in selection and definition of criteria of

success, achievement or satisfaction to be measured on quantitative or qualita-

tive dimensions; problems in locating information or designing techniques to

geeit; and insufficient experience to guide assignment of social values and to

determine meaningful cost/benefit relationships.
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Consequently, any substantial investigations of the kinds called for here,

if they are to offer more than a narrow base of relevance and utility, must be

preceded by rather strenuous efforts to create a taxonomy (i.e., a rigorous

language of definitions and classification) including explicit specification of

the dependent variables (criteria) and their valuations. A good summation of

these requirements is provided by Robert L. Kahn (1972, p. 165):

In short, the idea of social indicators implies social action
as well and the elements of static and dynamic description,
explanation, value choice, and technology for implementation

are the requirements for appropriate social action. On each
dimension we deeM sufficiently important, we must know our
position, our present rate and direction of movement, the
causes anonsequences associated with these facts, the
attainable state we consider preferable, and the approaches
that can be taken at different points in the causal linkage
in order to bring about desired change.

As a b.ginning it would seem worthwhile for a basic study to be undertaken

that could involve collaboration among government agencies such as the Bureau of

Labor Statistics and the Census Bureau and the professional and management

societies having most direct interest -in the matters we have had under considera-

tion here.

System analyses. Changes in the schedules and values associated with

work and leisure, such as we have been talking about within specific situations,

create imbalances in the status quo and generate new problems and demands for

readjustment, reconstruction, and reorganization that are magnified many fold

when we take the total national social, economic and political system under

scrutiny. Thus, at the national level there are substantial impacts upon

virtually every agency of government. Neither the scope of this project nor the

competencies of the authors warrant an attempt to spell them out here. We can

only call attention to the need for sensitivity to the developing issues and the

needs for constant coordination, and briefly illustrate with a few questions

that our study suggests are highly salient.

In the domain of education and training we have earlier touched upon needs

for reexamining content, structure and scheduling to accommodate to new patterns

for working time and leisure. We have pointed to more urgent needs to provide

for continuing education and to determine who shall share accountability in

providing it in various forms at various times--the individual; the employer,
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the union, the schools, the government. Thus, for examp're-,--where does responsi-

bility reside to fill the void in counseling for leisure time pursuits to comple-

ment existing occupational counseling services--to plan an extended vacation,

prepare for retirement, or to purchase a second home.

Transportation and city planning, depending upon the adequacy of the

assumptions made and the policies developed, can impede or facilitate attainment

of benefits that may exist in more flexible life styles and schedules.

As flexibility is accompanied by complexity for an increasing population,

a fundamental challenge exists for a free society to promote the benefits of

flexibility while diminishing the spectre of control that complexity induces. To

insure'security must you surrender mobility? We may well ask, how much autonomy

and self-actualization can the social and economic system assimilate? A thorough

reexamination of structural constraints upon choice and change is called for to

expand the capacity of the system to achieve such assimilations.

These are but a few of the myriad issues that need to be examined within

global contexts to which tools such as systems analysis, simulation modeling,

computer programming, decision process principles and Delphi inquiry can be

applied. New tools may have to be developed. More satisfactory models of human

resource economics and of methods for human resource accounting, to which we

have alluded previously, fall in this category of requirements.

Some theory and hypotheses. In this section we will make the transition

from the particular needs for information and methods for obtaining same, to

some final thoughts about theories and hypotheses that arose in the course of

earlier exposition. Most of theseiall.witbin a longitudinal perspective with

a future reference dealing with changes in work-centered and leisure-centered

values and motivations and their possible concommitants in behavior change.

As the proportion of time and activity in non-work increases, shifts

will be likely to take place in the ways, means, and places in which certain

basic satisfactions are sought, and the meanings and values people ascribe to

work and leisure variables and their interactions.

We have previously given attention to comparisons of motivation and in-

centive values of various forms of free time with other benefits. Further study

is required to determine the extent to which time off does or does not serve as
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an incentive, on the one hand, to increase productivity and raise standards of

performance, or on the other hand, as a compensation for unpleasant, dissatisfy-

ing characteristics of jobs.

Some examples of hypothesis that might be tested are:

a.- As freely disposable time increases, the contrast between peoples

work-oriented and leisure-oriented values will be enhanced.

b. People in occupations that are primarily intellectual and creative

(where the individual is "his own tool kit"), tend to manifest less distinction

between their values and satisfaction-seeking behaviors in work and free time.

c. Management is reinforcing worker values with respect to leisure

that it does not share.

d. Those who make good adjustments related to goal achievement in

employment are likely to make good adjustments in other activity spheres.

e. Free time is associated with an increase in self-actualizing

behavior.

f. As less time is required to be spent on the job, identification

with the interests of one's employer is decreased.

g. Increases in multiple job holding diminish the exclusive loyalty

that a single employer can command; hencd, more job-hopping and turnover is

experienced.

ft As the need to devote time to work is reduced, the identity and

status that derives from work affiliations is diminished, and compensatory

mechanisms will operate to seek out status and identity in other channels

(such as recreational activities and voluntary organic ::ions) or, where these

are blocked or lacking, in maladaptive behaviors.

i. In the future, the concept of a career will incorporate new

values endorsed by society,that support more planned interorganizational mobility

and interruptions of work by periods devoted to leisure and learning.

j. The credo that continuing industrial growth and more consumer

goods is a prerequisite of the good life will come to be increasingly questioned;

qualitative indices will gain weight as compared to quantitative indices of life

quality in determining choices of time, energy and resource utilization.
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To put the pieces of the puzzle together su as to improve policies and

decisions with regard to changing patterns of work and their implications for

life quality, there needs to be more serious attempts to repair tie lack of

global theory and models so that we can fruitfully interrelate issues which

are sociological, psychological, economic, legal and philosophical.

Crucial to the attainment of such goals, where the outcome is expressed

as quality, is the development of adequate criterion rationales and definitions

as the basis for structuring the indices of quality. Ultimately the formulations

of such definitions of societal objectives are the responsibilities of the

executors of policy at high levels of government. The work that in recent years

has been done on methodologies for social audit shows that development in this

area is at a primitive stage (Bauer and Fenn, 1972; 1973; Sheldon and Moore, 1968).

It needs tote pressed forward. The requirement for this criterion data stands

on the critical path to the dimensionalization of the needed models.

To recapitulate, we need to develop information to fill the gaps in our

understanding of what individuals at different levels, with different backgrounds,

in different sectors of society, actually do with their time; how they perceive

and evaluate choices for allotment of their time and energies to paid employment,

to work related activities, to life maintenance activities, and to the disposition

of free time in learning, recreation and relaxation, cultural pursuits, public

service and social service; and how their perceptions, values, and behaviors,

individually and as members of various groups, are generated and modified in the

course of life, within the context of sometimes evolutionary and sometimes quite

revolutionary alterations imposed in an emerging post-industrial era. We have

need for this information to formulate more sophisticated theories and to invent

and test methods to better prepare people to make these choices and to integrate

them behaviorally in planning and experiencing a more fulfilling existence. The

major institutions of society--management, labor, education, government, et al. --

have need for this information to formulate policy and to create the organizational

structures that will facilitate adjustment and will increase the likelihood that

the new uses and distribution of people's time du indeed add to life's quality.
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